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Miss Social Belle 1971 . . . Candy Walker (left) Is
shown here receiving the crown and cape from
last year's queen Sandra Sandridge. Holding a
bouquet of roses for the queen is Eddie Kendricks
(formerly of the Temptations) who also gave
the new Miss Social Belle a kiss. (More photos
and story on page 17.) (NOU photos)
caucus in
Nashville
Arrangements for the Cm-
gressional Black Caucus $100
-a-plate fund-raising dinner,
Scheduled in Nashville, Ten-
nessee, Saturday, December
11, are going well, sources
report. A long list of digni-
taries, entertainers, and na-
tional personalities is de-
veloping. Members of the
Black Caucus will also be
present.
Among those planning to
attend the dinner, are:
Fannie Lou Hamer, quest
speaker; Charles Diggs, Con-
gressional Black Caucus
Chairman; Attorney Avon
Williams. General Chairman
Tennessee Voters Council;
Georgia State Representa-
tive Julian Bond, Chairman
Southern Elections Fund;
and, others. ,
Nationally known record-
ing artists Jerry Butler, Kim
Weston, and The Emotions
will provide entertainment.
The .g have each donated
their time and talents to
the purpose of the dinner.
That purpose being, "An ef-
fort to enhance the deve-
lopment of political power
among Blacks throughout the
nation, with particular at-
tention given to the South."
Caucus members have
pointed up the importance of
education, organizing, and
motivating Blacks to become
more actively involved in the
political process.
By FAITH C. CHRISTMAS
Harvey B. Lynch, a new-
comer to Memphis by only
a couple., months, was .pro-
moted last week to general
manager of WLOK radio sta-
tion. In accepting his ap-
pointment from Star Broad-
casting Company's vice pres-
ident, Richard Oppen-
heimer, Lynch became the
third black general man-
ager of a radio station in
the South.
Joining the Star Broad-
casting group (which con-
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Parents, health aids
begin Geeter talks
In their continuing battle
against alleged health haz-
ards at Geeter Elemenary
and High schools, PTA mem-
bers and representatives of
the school met with health
department officials Monday
afternoon submitting a list
of conditions they felt were
contrary to sanitation stand
ards.
A spokesman for the group
said that the health depart-
ment has been making few
minor "token" changes to
get by with, hut these will
not be accepted. On such
correction as replacing a
broken Met seat in the boys
latrine.
Listed in the complaints
are: overcrowded (school
was built to accommodate
600, but enrollment is over
1,900 with lunchroom feeding
over 1,400); tile kitchen floors
broken (hindering cleaning);
rat holes throughout the
kitchen with rats being seen
from time to time; faulty
dishwasher falling through
the kitchen floor; three of
the main buildings without
restroom facilities; no hot
water; sewerage o('erflow-
ing onto campus; no side-
walks with very narrow
sists of eight radio stations
and several other interests),
shortPy over a year ago as a
sales representative in Hou-
ston Texas. Lynch came to
Memphis and was immedi-
ately promoted to sales
manager.
Accong to Oppenheimer,
"Lynch has proven himself
a great asset to the company
and he seems to relate very
well to the Memphis com-
munity."
The 28-year old Lynch,
Richard Oppenheimer, (left) vice president 0; Star Broad-
casting Co., (owners of WLOK radio) is seen here congrat-
ulating Harvey Lynch, new general manager of WLOK ra-
dio. (NU photo)
roads for children that walk
up to a mile to and from
school. . and a host of
other complaints
The spokesman for the
L:roup added that the health
department stated at the
Meeting that if all these con-
ditions are true, there is a
possibility of the shhool be-
ing closed.
In rebuttal, the sisokesman
Members of the Geeter PTA picketing are (1-r)
Mrs. Ethel Copeland, Mrs. Charlie Strickland,
Mrs. Lewis Wilson, Jr., Mrs. John Chalmers and
Mrs. John Kirby. (Withers photo
along with his wife Ella and
two children recently bought
a home here in Idemphlit.
••I like it here", added
Lynch, "and I think the
main reason, is that I have
been so well received since
I've been here. The people
have treated me very well
and I know things will work
out for the best. . . For the'
community which the sta-
tion serves, for the com-
pany and for me,"
As general manager of
WLOK, Harvey will be the
"top dog" at the station
and "all the responsibility
that goes with it will be on
his shoulders", added Oppen-
heimer.
Looking ahead optimisti-
cally, a year ago, the Army
veteran and graduate of
Robinson Business College,
Monroe, La., stated in his
resume to the president of
Star Inc., that he hoped 'to
become vice president of the
corporation in five years.
After his rapid progression
from sales representative at
one station to general ma n
,;ger o another in one year
weA seem that that he
may just make it, (with time
to spare).
Oppenheimer added that
although WLOK is a black-
orien t ed station. Harvey
wasn't given his new job
because he was black. "We
chose him solely on his
merits. He earned the job,
and as long as he continues
to serve at his fullest capa-
city, the job is his."
As sales manager. Lynch
was acting assistant general
manager under Bill Latham.
Concerning the possibility
of a future - vice presidency,
Lynch said, "I don't know
really. I would like to say
at this time I would stay
here as general manager
for at least four or five
years."
Anyway, at 28, Harvey
Lynch has plenty of time,
he's already probably the
youngest general manager of
any radio station in the U.S.
In order to serve you, our readers better, the
Tri-State Defender. has had to move its deadline to
Friday of each week for all news. All news must
be received into the offices of the Tri-State De-
fender before 2 p.m. of each Friday fot the fol-
lowing week's paper. We thank you for bearing
with us through this slight inconvenience.
Jesse Jackson's replacement
when he was introduced as "guest
CHICAGO — The man nameed by
the Southern Christian Leadership Con-
ference (SCLC) Sunday to temporarily
replace suspended Operation Breadbas-
ket national director, the Rev. Jesse L.
Jackson, expreesed some confusion over
his new role in an exclusive interview
with the Sengstacke Newspapers via
Telephone.
Named as acting national director
over Operation Breadbasket's Chicago
office was the Rev. William A. Jones,
president of the New York chapter.
During the telephone interview, Mr.
Jones, pastor of the 5,000-member Beth-
any Baptist Church in Brooklyn, said he
had not been officially notified of the
recent developments.
"I have only been advised by t h e
press that I am to serve as 'interim
chairman' and not director, so I'll have
to find out what diet means," Mr. Jones
said. "But I have no intentions of mov-
ing anywhere because my base is here,
nor do I have plans of commuting to
Chicago.
"I am willing to assist in whatever
tork during the interim, but I have no
desire to be national director."
Mr. Jones said he has worked close-
ly with Mr. Jackson "from the begin-
ning and I have the highest regard for
him." He said the New York chapter is
engaged in a "serious struggle" with the
A&P chain stores and that any new duties
will "certainly add weight to our heavy
responsibilities here."
In an emotionally charged meeting
Saturday, Mr. Jackson urged the black
community not to be "trapped" into di-
verting its attack on the "real issues"
of the schools and welfare crises, unem-
ployment and poor housing because of
his suspension as national director of
Operation Breadbasket t h e economic
arm of the Southern Christian Leader-
ship Conference.
Mr. Jackson told a cheering audi-
ence of some 3,000 that he harbors no
bitterness because of his suspension and
will continue in the struggle .because
"my assignment from God is to preach
his gospel, if it means in the schools, in
store -front churches or on street cor-
ners."
The 30-year-old SCLC official w a 5
given a prolonged standing ov a ti o 
,
speaker" in the meeting held at Dr.
King's Workshop, 7941 S. Halsted st.
Mr. Jackson, Friday, was ordered by
SCLC' s executive board to take a 60-
day leave with pay because of "admini-
strative violations" in the forming of
two Black Expo corporations, reported-
ly done without approval of the national'
SCLC office.
The Rev. Ralph D. Abernathy, SCLC
president, in announcing an investiga-
tion into Operation Breadbasket's finan-
cial operations emphasized, howeve r,
that there was no indication of any fi-
nancial dishonesty on Mr. Jackson's
part.
Operation Breadbasket's 30-m e m
her Board of Directors here announced
support of Mr. Jackson and disagree-
ment with the national board's actions
in a press conference held following Sat-
urday's meeting. Board member A I d.
Anna Langford (16) read a prepared
statement expressing "complete confi-
dence in and full support of Rev. Jesse
1 .Jackson."
Board members said that if by'im-
plementing the goals of Operation Bread-
basket "such a feeding the poor, cloth.
ing the naked and speaking up for the
poor," Mr. Jackson is guilty of "admin-
ktrative impropriety and repeated acts
of administrative violgions, then we are
also guilty and will continue to be so
because we stand with Rev. Jackson."
A financial report from Black Expo
Inc. will be given in a news conference
to be held later this week, according to
Al Johnson, treasurer of Op e i5a tion
Breadbasket.
Atty, Thomas N. Todd, president of
SCLC's Chicago chapter, and deputy di-
rector of Operat'on Breadbasket, said
the organization's program will continue
as usual because "our responsibility is
still to the black community," Todd was
cheered in Saturday's meeting when he
also criticized Mr. Jackson's suspension
and called the recent chain of events "a
pattern of character assassination that
history shows generally precedes a t. 
temptsat physical assassination."
Also attending the meeting were en-
tertainers Sammy Davis Jr., Billy Erk-
stine, Gene Chandler; Percy Sutton,
told the health department
representative that if cor-
rections were not made
soon, "you won't have to
close the school, we will".
Barnes gets
more calls in
Hayes' case
At the Tri-State Defen-
der presstime. members
of the Shelby County
grand jury were still be-
hind closed doors in de-
ciding how many, if any,
indictments to hand out
in the alleged murder of
17-year old Elton Hayes.
George Barnes. 15,
driver of the pickup
truck in which the po-
lice caught Hayes and
Calvin McKissick, 14,
another passenger, were
to appear as witness be-
fore the jury by Wednes-
day.
According to Barnes
and his sister, Lily, there
have been several phone
calls received by them
concerning the c a s e.
George said one he re-
ceived sounded like a
white man telling him to
stick to his story as his
son was also a victim of
police brutality. Lily
Barnes reported that she
has also received a call
from a white woman
with the message that
George had better
change his story.
CARTER TRIAL POSTPONED
Robert Carter 34, accused slayer of his estranged wife,
Edna, back in August of this year, now a new postponement
of his trial. Attorney (public Defender) John Colton said
Carter had declined to use his services and needed more time
It finance a private counsel. Carter is charged with the first
degree murder of his wife, first degree attempted murder of
her male friend, and carrying a pistol. The trial has been reset
for mid-January, 1972.
ROBBER LOSES NERVE
Late last week, a Negro would-be robber came out on the
losing end of his attempt at some ill-gotten gains at a local
chicken shack. Police reported that the woman who was tend-
ing the store said a Black male, in his mid-twenties came into
the restaurant asking for change for a dollar. She said when
she went to the cash register to get the change, the man pulled
a gun and demanded money. The woman added that she
started to faint, and the man ran out of the restaurant without
retrieving his dollar.
A 4,
CAFE LOSES 84,500
Last week the Picadly cafeteria at 3968 El% is Presley was
broken into and $4,500 taken. The restailtant manager. Jrtnes
Posey, discovered the break-in and a ripped-open safe
on the morning following the burglary. A small sledge hammer,
screw driver and crowbar were left near the safe, and $10.00
of about $500 in change that was taken was found scattered in
The restaurant parking lot, police said.
r
ROBBED AND MUTILATED
Charlie Powell said last week he was robbed and beaten by
a group of young blacks. Mr. Powell was found with a broken
leg and bruises in a field at Second and Saffarans.
The 55-year-old black man lives at Second arid Looney, a
block away from the scene of the crime, Ile sad five teen-
agers armed with clubs walked up to him on Saflaran and de-
manded money.
He said when he refused to give the youths money, they
beat him with clubs, dragged him into a field and took his
change. Mr. Powell said one youth jumped up and down on
his leg breaking it.
YOUTH GROUP SEIZED
S'xteen youngsters as have been charged by police in con-
nection with as many as 50 burglaries between the Poplar Ave-
nue viaduct and Broad over a 10-month period. The group's
ringleader was 13 years old and others ranged in age from
7 to 16. All of the burglaries occurred between February and
last week in the Scott Street, Cumberland and Neil Street area.
• SHOT THREE TIMES
Cleo Jefferson 28, of 528 King was shot three times and
earlier this week was in critical condition at John Gaston Hos-
pital following several hours of surgery. Sylvester Barron, of
809 King, has been charged with attempted murder in con-
nection with case. Barron told police that he had shot Jeffer-
son as he was standing on the porch at 813 King. lie was shot
twice in the head and once 'n the upper chest with a 20-gauge
shotgun. There was no motive given for the shooting.
DEMONSTRATORS JAILED
In protest of the shooting of a farm worker by a state
highway patrolman in North Carolina. about 50 blacks march-
ed in Pitt County. During the march they were arrested for
marching without a permit Another nine were arrested for
impeding traffic by playing basketball at a busy intersection.
The arrests added to over 800 made since blacks begasi demon-
strations. In a deliberate attempt to challenge the local ordi-
nance, they failed to obtain a parade permit. Some 62 blacks
were arrested as they began an announced march to Raleigh.
The Miss Black Memphis Pageant to be
held January 30, 1972 at Holiday Hall,
Holiday Inn Rivermont is expected to be
one of the biggest social events to ever
hit Memphis. Stars from all across the
country are planning to give their full
support. WILL YOU SUPPORT MISS
BLACK MEMPHIS? En ys into the
contest and donations re now being
accepted. Correspondence lay be directed
In: Miss Black Memphis, 1880 Lamar,
Memphis, Tenn. 38114, or call 272-2745 for
information.
Manhattan Borough president; James
Bevel, former SCLC staffer; the families
of slain Illinois Black Panthers, Fred
Hampton and Mark Clark; the Rev. Wil-
liam Kyles, of SCLC's chapter in Mem-
phis; Al Bell of Stax Records; William
H. Robinson, State director of education
and registration, and Attorney Herbert
Reid, head of the National Commission
of Inquiry into the Black Panther raid.
In a moving speech which was re-
peatedly interrupted by applause, Mr.
Jackson said he was glad that his "in-
tetrity" had not been questioned, a n d
that if there was some wrongdoing in
t h e organization's financial operations,
"we would already have been in trouble
with the Internal Revenue Service be-
cause they've been looking in our books
for months."
Mr. Jackson warned the audience to
"know your enemy." Mr. Abernathy, he
said, is not the issue or the enemy and
"never was." Instead, Mr. Jackson ac-
cused the white press of trying \to di-
vide black leadership and capitalizing
on aniaational problems but ignoring
"positive thrusts."
"I respect Dr. Abernathy, his job
and his right to hire, fire or discipline
persons by any rational means," Mr.
Jackson asserted. "I can't name five
black men today who have done more
to make the poor visible in the last five
years. Yet, when Dr. Abernathy comes
to town and announces investigations in-
to the problems of housing and unem-
ployment, it never makes the news.
"But this same media that took' a
trip to Atlanta can't make it from the
Chicago Tribune Towers to Dr. King's
Workshop to report our positive thrust.
Our problem is economic and our goal
is economic. Don't lase sight of the goals
and start reacting to the wrong issue.
"I hate no man and fear no man. I
have a profound love for black people
and SCLC and I have carried out my
duties to the best of my ability," Mr.
Jackson continued. "If my judgment has
gotten me in trouble, so be it. My
title is gone but my responsibilities lin-
geron ,,n I will continue to stay in the
struggle because the move t mur 
o o 
SAM
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Parents seek sidewalks, buses
The Concerned Parents of distance, their education and effect
Chickasaw. Levi, and West- In a prepared statement their attendance record."
wood School Districts met the organization of parents On the issue of sidewalks
last week at the home of Mr. stated, "Many of our chit- the release stated "There are
and Mrs. J. R. Haynes, 4015 dren have to walk 1,  miles only three main streets lead-
Dearborn, to explore prob- to school and are fatigued ing to the schools -- I.evi
lems facing the children of before they ever get there." Road. Horn Lake, and Ford
those areas. The problems The statement continued, Street — none of which have
discussed were transporta -Without Ira no p ortation. sidewalks. These streets are
lion for the children who many of these students will narrow in the first place and
walk to school, and side• have to stay home during there is constant danger of
walks for students living inclement weather which the children being hit by au-
within the required walking would be detrimental to tomobiles because the chil-
One year old...
This was Christmas 1970. During that time.
The alallors Knights Charitable organiza•
bon made Christmas more than just an•
othiat da% for over 250 Memphis fami-
lies. both black and white. Their visits in-
(laded stops at the homes and hospitals.
This sear their goal is $3.40.14 to help the
poor of Memphis. Any contribution, large
or small may be sent to The Mallory
Knights Christmas Fund Drive. asa Her-
natio St., Memphis, Tem. 38126. All con-
tributions are federal tax exempt. In the
..bore photo. Harry I.. Strong, founder and
director of the organization chats with some
of the votingsters the group has aided.
Memphis
politics
By REV. ALEXANDER GLADNEY
Chairman of Political Ed. - Dem. Club
It is now time for me to write my political valedic-
tory. I have been active in politics for twenty-six
(26) years. During these years. we fate Shelby Coun-
ty Democratic Club I have made great progress. Our
voter registration drives have increased otir rolls
from 20.004) to 108.100 in Shelby County.
We still have a great job to do. We need to regisii.!'
112.000 Black voters before the book closes April 4
1972. We must call on all Civic and political orgiiii;-
zations to begin registration programs now.
There should be put forth a special effort to ge'
those students to register \vho attend colleges outside-
of Shelby County during the Christmas holiday'.
Today, we find many Black political organizations
which have divided and confused our people in Mem-
phis and Shelby County. All except two were started
for money and political power. and for a few self-
appointed leaders who cared nothing about the Black
people. They have brought about the division and hurl
all of us.
We have just three black men on the City Council.
They could not agree on the appointment of a chair-
man because everybody wants to be the top man.
• • •
The above column is solely the opinion of the
author and not necessarily that of this newspaper.
Comments will be accepted on any columns appearing
in this space and will be published. Any politically af-
filiated organization or individual who wishes to ex-
press his opinion may do so in this column. Any such
correspondence should be sent to the Tri-State De-
fender. care of the Political Editor, 124 E. Calhoun
Ave.. Memphis, Tenn. 38103.
U.S. Court caseloads
continue to pile up
A heavy dose of newly
filed litigation combined
with an iacreaFing backlog
of cases on both the appel-
late and district levels is
leaving more cases pending
in these federal courts than
ever before, says Com-
merce Clearing House.
On the appellate! level, a
study of the overall tread
shows that the number of
-rases filed in the U. S.
Courts of Appeals have
increased a whopping 204.2
per cent over the past 10
years while fili:t.g; before
District Courts have leaped
53.2 per cent in the past 11
years.
Appeals in 12,788 cases
were docketed in fiscal 1971,
up ten per cent from the
previous year and 165.1 per
cent greater than fiscal 1962
filings. The 1971 tigure
ima ad the third straight
ear the number of film..
passed the 10.000 level.
There were 12.368 case,
disposed 9f during the
period — climb of 1,66a,
cases from 1970, according
to the CCH report of emir
statistics.
This ever-increasol
work load in Courts of Ap
peals assumes added im-
portance with the fact that'
the number of 1971 termina- I
tions nearly tripled the
4.167 terminations re ord
ed in 1962.
OCH noted the penditts
1971 Appeals Court case
load of 9,232 more than
tripled the 1963 figure of
3.031 and was up 420 from
the 1970 figure of 8,812.
However the fact emerges
that new flings continue to
outstrip terminations, leav-
ing a continually growiag
pendiig case load.
dren have to walk in the work and do not have trans- ber. and outgoing city Coon.
street." portation "
The problem from the During the meeting the ciiNmeittnersjasmtaetsedI,.."TNhetisterasr.ea
parents standpoint had an parents agreed to petition became a part of Memphis
emnornical base. "Individ- the Memphis Board of Edu- out of the county, and
ual trinisixtrtation or paying cation to provide transpor- schools developed in the
for tarnsportation is not teas- tapion for children attend- county system are extreme-
ible because of the low-in- jog the three schools and ly far apart."
system
ilies have front two to thir- Attending t h e meeting not designed for walking
come and welfare recipient also to ask city government 
.Tnumbers where many tam- officials to build sidewalks. sys.tehne Ci and 
hasthesyema busing 
was
teen children in school. were Carl Johnson, newly program. That is students to
Many of the parents have to elected school board mem- walk to and from schools."
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for ids
He continued, "The city
does not have a busing pro-
gram so consequently when
these schools came in, they
were located so far apart
that the students have to
walk more than the mile
and a half that the city has
set as a limit for each child
to walk, and this has posed
a problem in that the streets
have not been developed and
the students who are very
young have to walk bare
shoulders for this long a
distance."
He added, "In' ltddition to
the traffic problems, it poses
they have to walk in the
rain and cold and many
times this causes a great
deal of sickness."
-We were there to give
the parents guidance and
support and arrange meet-
ings for them."
OJT talks stirs Memphians
The Memphis Urban
League held its Manpowe:
seminar lazt Th ursda yat
the Holiday Inn Central, 1837
Union ave. Trose addressing
bee body of interested busi-
nessmen and others w h o
might have the chance to
hire a member of a minori-
ty group were headed by
James Wright, project direc-
tor.
The problems facing busi-
isssimen and possible solu-
tions were discussed during
group discussion. One group
was headed by Mr Ernest
Bell who opened the discus-
sion by giving an explana-
tion of how On-Job Training
(0,1T) works.
'De group also discussed
minimum entry-level wages
and how such wages often
zret as a deterrent to maxi-
mum production and stabili-
ty when the trainee has
a family to support
One member of the group
brought out that a coompany
wan hires many women at
the entry level wage of $1.60
per hour justified the wage
on the basis that most wom-
en were supplementing the
family income, with the pri
mary wage earned by the
husband.
However, it was pointed
out, many women seeking
Letters pile up for Mallory aid
The Mallory Knights are
still in their effort to reach
their goal in the amount of
55.000, which will go to help
feed the hungry, crippled.
poor and underprivileged
children at Christmas time.
There is a great need of
your contributions. As the
letters continue to pour in,
your contribution is urgent-
ly needed to kelp give
Christmas baskets, clothes,
and toys to make this Christ-
mas a meaningful one for
the many less fortunate.
Th etime is growing near
with only a few days left.
Persons who are seeking
Christmas baskets must
have their letter in our of-
an or before. December
is71. All letters for
Christmas Baskets will be
linestigated to determine
the need.
Send your contsibrtion to:
Mallory Knights Olsrist-
mas Basket Fund
280 Hernando Street
alemphis, Tenn 38126
When you are downtown,
you can go by the Mallory
Knights Booth on Main near
Gayaso in front of Shain-
bergs, and make your dona-
tion.
Sen. Scott assails Nixon
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Senate Republican leader Hugh
Scott complains that President Nixon has failed to give him
enough advance notice on some cabinet and court nominations
to defense opposiVon.
"I could give him a higher percentage of support, it seems
to me at times, if the people who prepare these things at the
White House were willing. as I say, to trust a certain number
of people with the advance news of the nomination,- S c ott
said.
He said the White House has -a tendency to apply the
same rule of secrecy here that you apply to intelligence opera-
tions "
employment and needing
training are indeed the haul
of their household, and if
the only kind of employment
they can get pays only
SI.60 per hour, they still
must, in some Cases, rely
on public assistance to main-
tain a • subsistence-level
standard of living.
The OJT staff did a brief
skit , which pointed out a
wage of 81.60 per hour for
a family man is hardly any
better than unemployment
insurance, especially when
the job is a "dead-end" one.
Several of the companies
represented indicated that
they were basically familiar
whit, how the OJT program
'works, and might have par-
ticipated but were reluctant
to accept reimbursement at
tre end of the training peri-
od, as provided by an OJT
-- contract.
It was explained that reim-
bursement is optional, and
can be waived upon -equest.
The project would still, in
such a case, negotiate the
agreement as usual so that
the supportive services can
be in full effect and so that
the project can officially
register the agreement as
an OJT participant.
It was explained to the
group that all kinds of job
openings are serviced
throng!. the League's total
Manpowe.r area. Either
through the Skills Bank for
applicants who have job ex-
perience, marketable skills
and, or advanced education,
or through the OJT project
for the unskilled with limit-
ed education.
Get the Best
Used Cars From the
Get More Dealer!
MUER 112521018 AVE.
Since 1885
HAVERTY'S
• 'There's No Place Like Home'
DOWNTOWN
157 So. Main, 526-5906
OPEN 9,00 A.M. to 5:30 P.M.
PARK AVE.
3015 Park Ave., 323-7656
OPEN 9 A.M. to 5.30 P.M.
UUREL WOOD
450 Perkins (aid., 685-8277
(Across from Sears)
OPEN MON. AND THURS, TILL 9 P.M.
WHITEHA YEN
4212 Elvis Presley Blvd, 396.9496
OPEN MON, AND THURS. TILL 9 P.M.
THIS WEEK ONLY!
Complete 6-pc. Foam ...Bedding Outfit
Contemporary
Walnut
LAUREL WOOD AND
WHITEHAVEN STORES
OPEN SUNDAY
lp.m. to 6 p.m. III CHRISTMAS
,
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Colonial
MAPLE
Choice of 3 styles... pieces include 2 beds,
2 mattresses, 2 box springs, Complete...
No where else will you find a better buy on quality bedding!
Pick the 'twin beds of your choice from 3 beautiful styles ...
dainty white and gold French Provincial, rich Contemporary
with mellow walnut finish or handsome maple spindle beds!
This low price includes two 6" foam mattresses and two box
springs ... our fine quality sets which will give you years of
conscrirtl Only at Haverty's con you get so much, so inexpen-$158
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Contributing in the Chicago Park Elementary school
Thanksgiving basket drive were (I-r front) David Griggs (1st
evade), Michelle Taylor 2c1 grade): back row il-r) Mrs.
Phelps aide), Mrs. Gladys Hayes (PTA), Milton Helene
PTA). Mrs, Claudia %Vatkins PTA), Miss Virginia McQuir-
ter (teacher) Mrs. Earlene Graham (teacher), Ricky Mont-
gomery (6th grade), Karylyn Rhodes (5th grade), Donna
Wilson (3d grade) and Tuesday Mitchell (4th grade).
Twenty classes participated in boxing food for the needy
and each was complemented oath a chicken.
is MSU turning pro-black?
The educational needs of
Bieck Memphians and Mid-
Southerners have undergone
considerable changes in the
past decade and Memphis
State Univer..ity has adapted
its role to fulfill as many of
these needs as feasible dur-
ing this period.
Oeiinally a teachers col-
lege. t has emerged as one
of the largest and finest in-
stitutions in the region in a
relatively isllorl time. The
most n o tseeable changes
have come under the di:ee-
l-ion of Dr. Ceicil C. Humph-
reys. president of Memphis
State since 1980.
The University's Black en-
rollment, for example, has
groan from a small group of
eight stiklents in 1959 to a
fall semester (1971) high of
2.713. This group represents
13.8 per cent of the 20,433
member student body. Of
this large number. 377 are
taking graduate level cours-
es and accoun: for 14 pe:
cent of the Graduate School
enrollment.
This year 8327.687 in finan-
cial aid has been awarded to
blacks — 33.8 per cent of
the veil financial aid ad-
minktered by MSU. Of ,the
4E9 black students who ap-
plied for assistance, 375 re-
ceived financial help for the
current academic year.
In an effort to assure black
students of better perform-
ance during their collegiate
work, Memphis State op-
erates several programs in
variouf. areas. The High
School Scholars Program
(50ci, Black) is designed to
help high sce.00l graduates
adjust to college studies
whi:e P r o ject Challenge
(predominantly Black) pro-
vides tutoring in freshman
courses. The NCAA Summer
Sports Program biengs. 450
Black children from all sec-
tions of the city to Memphis
State for supervised sports
activity and health instruc-
tion during the summer.
In addition. the Summer
Education and Employment
Program this past year
helped 50 Blacks to earn
money and obtain in .:-truciron
beneficial to college pur-'
suits.
Last year when the Neigh
bcrhood Youth Corps was to
be disbanded, Memphis State
tcA over its sponsorship on
STIM guidance meeting
More than 150 members
of the West Tennessee Per-
sonel and Guidance Associa--
lion are expected to attend
the organization's monthly
meeting at State Technical
Institute at Memphis at 6
p. m.. December 9.
Keynote speaker will be
Or, Jess Parrish, president the business session. Charles
of the Shelby State Commuy 0. Whitehead, STIM direr
nity College. Harry Johnson tor, will give a brief wel-
of Cordova will preside at come.
the business meeting. Enter- —
tainment will be by a vocal
group of association mem-
bers and by D. F. Snipes,
registrar at Lambuth Col-
lege, who will present po-
etry readings.
WTPGA is comprised
mainly of elementary and
secondary school guidance
and counseling personnel, but
is open to anyone in the
field, according to Dr. Henry
Allison. dean of admission -
and records at the University
of Tennessee-Martin Branch;
and president elect of the
association.
State Tech, located near
Interstate 40 East and Ma-I
con Road, will host the
visiting group at dinner afterl
BUY U.S.
SAVINGS
BONDS
Experienced
Registered Nurses
St. Jude Children Research Hospital is seeking a nurse
with 3 to 4 years of responsible pediatric experience.
Our nurse must be willing and capable of assuming an above
average amount of responsibility for the patient care
activity.
ree work is an essential portion of this hospital Nutritional
Research Program. Approximately 35% of the nurses time
will be spent in making horhe visits in the South Memphis.
area.
This is a highly challenging position rnd for the right in-
dividual it could very rapdily lead to a promotion to Nurse
Practitioner at a very attractive salary.
Please contact Personnel Office:
ST. JUDE CHILDREN RESEARCH HOSPiTtL
332 North Laude7dale
P.O. Box 318
Memphis, Tenn. 38101
(901)m 525-8381
We ger An Elva, Opportuniy Employer
a tem cora ry that
the organizalim's sal:table
contributions to the black
community could be con-
tinued.
Porminent Black leaders
— such as Dick Gregory,
Julian Bond, D'Army Bailey,
Bill Russell. Isaac Hayes —
have been speakers on earns
Sandra Price and Maybel-
line Forbes were Homecom-
ing Queens in 1970 and 1971,
elected by the student body.
Several years ago. Carla
Allen was the first Black
elected to the Homecoming
Court and recently made a
sizeable centribute;n to tee
University's Annual Fund,
Herb Hilliard, a former
basketball standout, is pres-
ently serving on the board of
directors of the MSU Alum-
ni Assoc.ation as well as on
the board of the Rebound-
ers. bask ethall support
group.
C,mtributi. its are contin-
ieilly being made by the
Block members of the fol-
lowing University adminis-
trative committees: athletic,
financial a i d, recreation,
program:, religious activi-
ties, social discipline, Uni-
versity Center policy, food
services and cheerleader ad-
iSory committee.
As is evidenced by the
facts, Black student involve-
ment at Memphis State is
con • .iderable and s,gnificant.
The number who receive de-
grees grows each year and
the number of Black gradu-
ates earning fellowships fur
advanced study itere and at
other univers'eies has also
grown tremendously.
Many changes and much
progress have been recorded
on behalf of Black students
at IVIemphis State since
those eight young Black men
and women registered for
cia-se.s in Senlember, 1559.
Black squires lose border battle
Squires Jessie Turner and
'Vatter L. Baily registered
disappointment last week
when a reapportionment plan
designed to put more black
Squires in the County Court
was killed.
With a 7-2 margin, the
County Court opted for its
current 8 e atihe arrange-
ment which is seven by dis-
tricts and four at-large.
The Squires turned down
another proposal, which was
an all district plan and
would eliminate numbered
positions from the four at-
large seals.
On support for the bill,
Squire Turner stated, "We
had hoped to get an all dis-
trict plan . . . with Negroes
representing 39'; of the
County Population we would•
have been assured of getting
at least four blacks out of
eleven Squires."
CEC plans
new program
'i'he African American Con-
tinuing Education Commit
tee (CEC t is sponsoring
"Black University At Nigh;
program. or African coin-
munities in the Memphis
area.
A Spokesman for the or-
ganization said "what we
are trying to do is develop
an alternative to existing
educational programs be-
cause as they are. they
serve the interests uf those
other than African people"
The program will be staged
every Wednesday night. ;it
7:00 p.m. at LeMoyne-Owen
college in Brown-Lee Hall.
Enrollment and involve-
ment in the "Black Univer-
sity at Night" program is
free to all Black people in
Memphis who are sincerely
interested in solving prob-
lems of the Black commu-
nity.
Byrne school
holds bigtime
bingo games
The Bishop Byrne lii g hi
School, 1475 E. Shelby Drive
will hold Bingo s es sions
every. &friday afternoon at
the school. You can win up
to $1,825 in prizes, including.
a $900 jackpot. Games begin;
at 2:30 and the public is in.
lilted. There is no -
sans charge and (hie ,.
• so adreeleabysitting
Shop BIG STAR —Where You're
Always Among I-riends
Prices
Good thru
Tuesday.
December 14th.
COLONIAL -- With Coupon Below & $5 Additional Purchase
-1COLONIAL -
SUGAR 5 " Bag 190
With this coupon & $5 Additional Purchase excluding Citakti.
tobacco, milk and fro7en milk products. One Coupon
per family. Cour t. ,-.ernber 14th
FREE UAMP
COUPON
100 EXTRAQUALITYSTAMPS
With this coupon & $5 Additional Purchase excluding
nacco, milk and frozen milk nroducts. One coupon .'101 i
r family. Coupon expires Tuesday, December 14th,
5-Lb.
Bag
OMEGA
FLOUR
BagLb. 590
 CHARMIN
TISSUE
h z. 45
r
NORTHERN Paper
TOWELS
Roll 290
PUNCI
DETERGENT
84-01,
Box 990
"We had no idea of the
number of squires who would '
have supported the bill when
we took it to the Court, but
we were more pessimistic
all-0017RP bill. If we don't
get it passed it v -ill show
nothing more than the fact
that whites will continue to
deal with blacks in the
same manner they have
been (hung down through
the years."
Another alternative to the
eleven district reapportion-
ment plan is a proposal for
three districts with solid
black majorities in drawing
the boundaries.
This is the plan both
Squires Turner and Bally
will be pushing
Squire Turner presented a
bill to the Court which was
to provide interim funding
for investigation 'of police
brutality complaints by the
attorney general's staff.
Attorney G eileral Phil
Canute told the Court at the
completion of the Elton
Hayes (slaying) investiga-
tion that his office would do
what is necessary to keep
up with complaints on police
brurity.,
e sound
of the 70's is on
WOK Radio.
Paste 3
Squire Turner was suggest-
ing the court, which pro-
vides a subsidy for the at-
torney general's operations,
step in with interim aid be-
cause the state legislature
doesn't meet until Febru-
ary.
He later asked that the
resolution be withdrawn aft-
er Atty. General Canale
said his office would do
something about taking
care the problem temporar-
ily, but Turner also added
ily, but Turner also added
that he would still push for
legislation.
snootn
dc 1 tone
florsneim
Look at this one. It's in two tones of glistening kidskin
that emphasize and enhance a great shape toe. The higher heel
gives the ea re hoof a fresh new look that, naturally,
says Florsheim today. $43.95
In black/burgundy, brown/gold
•
GREG'S
Men & Boys Fashions
99 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LEO KING
Ycntr Shoe Department Representative at Greg's
••• 41•-•111-4t-•• •• •
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Spotlite: Memphis Black business
By W. SENGST.ACZE, JR.
This is the first in a series
of articles dealing with Black
Businesses in Memphis. Fol-
lowing the first three ar-
ticles which deal with the
historical development of
Black Entrepreneurship in
the Bluff City, we will spot-
light various Black business-
in the City of Memphis
One if the outstanding men
who has a wealth of knowl-
edge on the subject of Mem-
phis history is Lieutenant
George W. Lee who can
trace ese Black business
from its origin up to pres-
ent times David M Tucker.
Associate Professor of His-
tory at Memphis State Uni-
versity wrote the book "Lieu
tenant Lee of Beale Street"
which deals with the life of
that famous old gentleman
The book released by Van-
derbilt University Press. car-
ries extensive information of
Lee's early life on Beale
Street much of this article
is drawn from that publi-
cation.
• • •
Black capitalism seems to
have provided some of the
most aggressive local lead-
ers in the Urban South and
this was even more true in
Memphis. Tennessee where
George W. Lee's positiNe
role of black business was
demonstrated by the shrewd-
ness and articulation of this
black executive. '
Born on a Mississippi
plantation 1894. George
moved to Indianola. Missis-
sippi This small town we,:
in the heart of Yazoo, and
was one of the nations most
thriving centers of black en-
trepreneurship
George had as his model,
Wyne Cox who owned the
Race Bank and Insurance
Company. Lt. Lee attended
the same college as Cox. Al-
corn Agricultural and Me-
chanical College. Mr lee
worked his way through at
the Memphis Gayoso Hotel
After complein ghis jun-
ior year, in 1918, George
Tee was among the few
Blacks to be accepted by
the Army's Officers Candi-
date School and he served in
France as a second Lieuten-
ant.
Following the war Lt. Lee
returned to Memphis to
make his fame and fortune.
Then known as the Commer-
cial Capital of the South. the
city had a population of
101.000 Nitite and 61.000
blacks
Beale Street looked as if it
would become the Business
Center of the Black Middle
Class.
War time Liberty Bond
drives had shown blacks
that investments other than
real estate were safe. By
selling securities to the
black Memphis community.
black entr epreneurs fi-
nanced a new era of busi-
ness enterprise.
For example. black cus-
tomers had deposited $1000.
000 in their Solvent Savings
Bank: 8500,000 in the Fra-
ternal Savings Bank, and
purchased stock in new busi-
ness corporations
Buddy M. Roddy began
the new departure with his
citizen's Cooperative Stores
In Dr. Tucker's nook. he
describes Roddy as a "Cash-
ier of Solvent Savings Bank
and President of the • Na-
tional Negro Bankers Asso-
ciation. Advertised his dream
of the race's largest chain
store and Grocery Busi-
ness."
"He sold his shares of
stock to 9,000 small inves-
tors, and opened fifteen
stores."
The book continues - --The
Fraternal Savings Bankers
not to be outdone by Rod-
_ dy's success drew up plans
FROM -THE
. 
SQUIGGLY ROOF
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8-track tape
cartridge player case
Holds 24 taw,
In Olive SRal
rcJ velvet lined
N_%treallif"
,0V9 0V0'
Chrome Reverse
Wheel 14.97
or polished steel dish
21.97
High strength weldinc
fuses deep reverse
center and outer
rim Fits standard
and most disc
brakes
for Beale Street's first mod-
ern department store, incor-
porated the Citizens Mercan-
tile Company and placed
$100.000 worth of stock on
the market.''
Another outstanding early
black business WRS created
by Wayman Wilkerson, who.
with other wealthy Memph
ians launched a $200,000
manufacturing business, the
Tri-State Casket and Coffin
Company with a main fac-
tory in Memphis and &gum-
bly plants in St Louis, In-
dianapolis, Chicago, Dallas
and New Orleans."
In describing the economic
status of Black Memphis
during the time of U. Lee's
first ventures on Beale
Street, Dr. Tucker says.
"Black Memphians acquired
their largest business enter-
prise, a life insurance com-
pany, from Indianola. Mis-
sissippi, where it had been
organized by Wayne Cox is
the Indianola Banker in
1909".
• • •
Next week we will look at
more of the earlier business-
es owned by Blacks and also
look at the driving force be-
hind many of our current
black business, The National
Business League.
Prizes for Art buffs
Cash and purchase award
totaling $2,500 will be offer-
ed winners in the 17th An
nual Mid-South Exhibition
to be held at Brooks
Memorial Art Gallery dur-
ing March. 1972.
Sponsored by Brooks Art
Gallery League. the
Memphis Arts Council and
Goldsmith's, one of Mem-
phis's leading department
stores, the competition will
be juried by Mr. Walter
Hopps, Director of the Cor-
coran Gallery of Art, Wash-
ington, D C.
First_ prize will be a
$1.000 purchase award
given by Goldsmith's In
addition, the winner will be
given a one-man 'exhibi-
tion at Brooks Gallery dur-
ing 1972.
Brooks Art Gallery
League is offering $500 for
purchase of one or more
works. Four awards of $150
each in the divisions of Paint-
ing (oil, watercolor and re-
lated media), Printmaking,
Drawing and Sculpture and
three awards of $100 each
for works in any category
will be presented by the
Memphis Arts Council. A
special $100 award for a
watercolor also will be offer-
ed by Goldsmith's.
AU artists now residing
in Tennessee, Arkansas and
Mississippi and in those
parts of Missouri, Illinois,
Indian a, Kentucky, Ala-
bama and Louisiana within
a radius of 250 air miles of
Memphis, and all artists
whose legal residence is in
this area are eligible to en-
ter the competition.
Entries will be received
for the show only between
January 2 and 19, 1972. Pre-
sentation of prizes will be
made on the evening of
March 3, with the exhibi-
tion open to the public be-
tween March 4 and April 2,
1972. An entry fee of $5
will be charged per artist,
with a limit of. three works.
the reasurytd„.,..,,„,„ and low oenica
Give your
car buff
the acce:-sories
for Rolls Royce
luxury no matter
what he drives.
8-track tape deck
12V negative control systems 12 watt power
output. Volume, tone, balance controls
West coast
Jr. mirrors
Stainless heads
chrome arms white
enamel finish
al 40 IVO 11,110 kW Ask
U.AtIgv..48/60,4 • tiNiia 7. .4.•• .44 
1 or
Hand spotlight
Sealed beam spot throw 35.000 c p
10' extension cord fits all in car
lighters 2 position stand allows
use of both hands for working
7.49 each
Tachometer
#770
ector switcn tor 4-6-8 cylinder engines
Accurate to • over total range
Solid state circuitry Adiustable
shift pointer
12.97
Auto Compass
Compensation type liguni float
Accurate
Auto Vacuum
Cleaner
Plugs into car lighter Great
for boats. too
It's toy time
at Millington
By L. CPL. JIM STRAYEkt
Toys for Tots .. .
Will every child be visited
by Santa Claus this year?
They will if some of the
jolly old man's helpers have
anything to say aboat it. In
contrast to Santa, these
helpers wear green instead
of red and are clean shaven
instead of having flowing
white' beards.
But they are every bit as
serious about b ringing
Christmas joy to children
as Santa. Who are these
men? Could they be elves?
Actually they are United
States Marines.
Maybe you didn't know
that the Marines are in the
Christmas toy business. Well.
to be honest, they don't
drive sleighs pulled by
eight tiny reindeer They
don't even slide down chim-
neys. They do work all year
on a Merry Christmas cam-
paign of their own; the Toys
for Tots program.
The program was originat-
ed in 1947 by a I,os Angeles
Marine Reserve Officer. His
idea was to collect usuable
toys, repair any damaged
items and then distribute
them at Christmas time to
children who might not re-
ceive any gifts otherwise.
The program was so success-
ful that it has since become
an annual event for all Ma-
rine Reserve training com-
mands.
Last year the Marine Air
Reserve Training Detach-
ment at Navy Memphis,
(MARTD, Memphis) col-
lected over 3,000 toys which -
were distributed to orphan-
ages and individuals in the
Memphis area. According to
Staff Sergeant Lloyd Ken-
drick, chairman for the de-
tachment's 1971 drive over
10,000 toys should be provid-
ed to deserving children
through the program this
year.
The toys range from base-
ball gloves and dolls to swing
sets and teeter-toters, ac-
cording to Sgt. Kendrick.
The larger items will go to
various children's institu-
tions such as orphanages so
that a greater number of
tots may enjoy them.
The MARTD members
have put in 'ing hours on
the campaign, but they have
also received help from
many other sources. Indivi-
duals from many other com-
mands aboard Navy Mem-
phis have contributed to re-
pairing the toys.
A colonel who has made a
tremendous contribution to
the 1971, drive isn't in the
Marine Corps or any other
branch of the armed forces.
The Colonel Sanders Ken-
tucky Fried Chicken chain
has undertaken a radios-wide
advertising campaign to help
the program and also has
set- un collection boxes for
toys in all of its places of
business.
Collecting and repairing
the toys is only part of the
job. They must also he dis-
trihuted The Junior Cham-
ber of Commerce chapters
in several communities sur-
rounding Memnhis are tak-
ing care of that phase of
the project They have
compiled a list of people and
institutions who will benefit
from this year's program.
The Jay Cee members are
now packaging the toys for
delivery so that when the
long awaited holiday arrives
they can help the Marines
say "Merry Christmas" by
giving the gifts to children
in the Memphis area.
MSU lawyers
team to travel
Memphis 'State Univer-
sity's School of Law moot
court team is heading for
New York C'ty to compete
in the National Moot Court
Contest Dec. 15-17.
Members of the team are
Tillman Carroll, 3408 Spotts-
wood No, 2; John Irvine,
3437 Barclay No. 5 and
William Ewing, 1972 Raines
Rd No. 7, all of Memphis.
The team placed second
in regional moot court com-
petition earlier this month,
winning an award for the
best respondent brief. The
winner of the regional com-
petition, the University of
TenneFsee team, also ad-
vanced to the national con-
test.
Other teams in competi-
tion at the regional meet
were Ole Miss, Tulane, Ala-
bama, Vanderbilt. Loyola
and Cumberland. The con-
test was held at the Cumber-
land Law School at Sam-
ford University in Birming-
ham.
Memphis State team mem-
bers each received a one-
volume edition of the book
"Corbin On Contracts" for
their performance in the
meet,
ankle action
QualiCraft has the snappy strap! Twin ,inkle
bands, breezy cutouts, great new faceted shape
for toe and heel. In black leather at 12.99
'Bakers
17 N. MAIN STREET 105 S. MAIN STREET LAURELWOOD
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The Big Parade
Fun cities
don't play
fair
By LOUIS MARTIN
On the local
school scene
Two of the richest, most p u b-
licized fun capitals of the Western
• world are Honolulu and Miam i.
Their beaches and seashore play-
grounds attract millions of affluent
Americans, loaded with ready cash,
who are eager to buy a little sun-
shine.
By happenstance I had a chance
last month to make brief visits to
both cities. Believe it or not, with
all that cash floating through the
air, I did not see many black faces
employed at anything, not even taking out the gar-
bage. In Honolulu it seemed that even the descendants
of the native Hawaiians were getting tile short end of
the economic stick.
My visits were brief and my observations were,
of course, superficial. Nevertheless, I got the impres-
sion that the opportunity to rook the rich vacationers
was not open to the local citizens with black faces.
My impression was confirmed in •Miami when I talk-
ed with some of the citizens in the ghettos.
The fact that blacks with money were welcome
everywhere did not overcome my concern over the
absence of blacks in the vast work force that keeps
the merry-go-rounds of these fun capitals turning.
Perhaps there were many signs of progress I
did not see. Nevertheless, the progress that counts
with me is lased on the opportunity to get a job, to
get a chance to earn the dollars that sustain life in
our society.
Strangely enough, it was on the trip to Honolulu
that I discovered some signs of hope. I was a member
of a five-man Chicago group invited by the Navy to
make the crossing to Hawaii by sea on the newly
equipped Guided Missile Cruiser, the U.S.S. Chicago.
The others were Judge Archibald Carey, A. W. Wil-
liams. the insurance mogul, Stanley Enlund of Chica-
go's First Federal Savings and Loan and Al Field of
WGN Continental Broadcasting.
Judge Carey and Admiral Draper Kauffman of
Great Lakes are old friends and I suspect they ar-
ranged the trip with the Secretary of the /Navy. The
experience will never be forgotten by any of us. I
still wobble when I walk as a result of six days and
nights on the rolling sea, on the stretch between Long-
beach, California and Honolulu. Whoever named that
ocean Pacific should be sued for libel.
Anyway, I got a chance to examine a floating
city, utterly modern, fully equipped with every new
electronic gadget devised by modern science. Stum-
bling over banks of computers, all kinds of radar and
sonar gadgets, I felt like a mouse trapped in an elec-
tronic maze.
Even more astonishing was that all these weird
machines were being operated by hundreds of teen-
agers who were rattling off scientific terms in a lan-
guage everybody understood but us.
The thrilling thing to me, however, was that some
of these kids who sounded off like men from Mars
were black. Indeed, some of our briefings on the most
Intricate electronic machinery were delivered by
black youngsters who spoke with the authority of col-
lege professors.
Rear Admiral Bergen and the skipper, Captain
Thomas McNamara, who were gracious hosts, seemed
to be willing as they watched our reactions. If it
was all a propaganda trick, I must say it worked.
Those kids really got to me.
With all the institutional racism and the long his-
tory of Military discrimination, I saw black teenagers
beating the rap. As one told me, "we are learning
all the technical stuff just like these white cats and
we are getting paid besides." Another said, "I'm
shooting for a technical job when I get out and I
know my stuff."
At dinner with the Admiral and the Captain, we
learned something of the Navy's problem. They have
got to attack racism and open all the doors to get
youngsters today to join up. Black kids are not buying
half a loaf. The Navy brass is on the spot and they
know it. Further the glamour of the game is gone.
-
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IN COLOR
LESTER LIONS
Hey Gang!
This is "Super Slim" again and I've just got to tell you
what's been going on in "Lion Land".
Spotlite: This week our thousand watt spotlite beams on a
member of our faculty, Mrs. E. K. Romby. Mrs. RoinhY, who
teaches vocational education, is working very hard to make
our 1972 yearbook the best ever. She has, for several years,
been in charge of our yearbooks and she Is still going strong.
We know she's doing a great job so hats off to Mrs. E. K.
Romby.
Fashions: If you think this "Fashion Thing" is really where
it's at, you should check out Jacqueline Casey, Jean Brinson
and Kenneth Brown in their "NIKS" — or Brenda Partee and
Joan Brady in their "MIDIS" — or Queenie Stephenson and
Canol Sanders trying to beat the cold weather in their hot,
"HOT
-PANTS".
Sports: Well gang, football season is over and I've gotta' tell
you about our mean Basketball Team;
They're jump'n high with a whole lot of soul
Not for their health, but "Baby" for the goal.
They don't have time to mess around, 'Cause those guys are
ready
In Lion Town. The other week they slaughtered
The Douglass Devils, and "Baby" I could have cried,
To see those guys in Lion Land displaying all that "PRIDE".
Frankly speaking our team is the best
Its you I've got to hip; 'Cause when you see these Lions
In action, I know you're gonna flip!
1. Charles Freeman 2. Gregory Johnson 3. Dennis McCoy
4. Micheal Washington
Junior Scene: This is the scene for Juniors in the swing.
Namely. 011ie Wilkerson, Micheal Bridgeford, Doris Houston
and Beverly Byntum.
Lovers Countdown: The weather is getting cold, but these
lovers have pledged to blow the spark and keep the flame
going.
5. Elaine Lofton 'n Charles Nickerberry ... I'm Not Afraid of
Love
4. Shelia Starks 'n' 1.awrence Yates ... If I could Say What's
on My Mind
ATHAN'S
LOAN FIFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 a 178 BEAU STREET JA 6-5300
WANTED! WANTED!
HELP WANTED
NEWSBOYS AGENTS
To sell the Memphis Tri-State Defender
Wanted now!
Call 526-4397
Wanted at once!
TRI-STATE BANK
THREE LOCATIONS
213 S. MAIN — 386 BEALE — 1367 N. HOLLYWOOD
I CompleteCourteous - ConfidentialBanking Services 
Each Depositer Insured up to $20,000
By Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
FASHION
FA CTS
from SEARS
Villa Jones
lnere's no betta way to spend a Sunday eve than by viewing
lovely holiday fashions. This is the way it was when Macedonia
Baptist Church and Seals Crosstown presented "Deck the Hall with
Holiday Creations." The show was held at Universal Life lnusrance
Co. on Nov. 28th., at 4 p.m. Donna Purdy co-hosted and served
as show commentator along with yours truly. A large and en-
thusiastic audience attended.
The show began with daytime pleasers for the coming holidays.'
Mrs. Gwendolyn Sloan modeled a dress that featured the higher
neckline, accented with a scarf, long sleeve) with rust-colored
buttons. These same buttons graced the front of the dress and
were unbuttoned to show the leg. Miss Ruby Harris Gadison showed
a black, brown and white dress and jacket ensemble. Tiny cap
sleeves gave the jacket a wider shoulder effect. The pleated bottom
of the white-topped dress made a grest daytime pleaser. Bringing
measeure of excitement to the evening scene wasthe appearance
of Miss Jean Brown who modeled a black velvet longuette hooded
cape buttoned in rhinestones. Underneath she wore a very elegant
evening gown in a very unusual red, black and white print that was
sparkled in silver bangles.
Nedra Boyd and Gina Ricard brought "Winnie the Pooh" fashions
alive in their fetching outfitd. Nedra modeled a pink and white
knit dress that had a zip-up turtleneck and a low-belted pleated
bottom. Gina wore a three-piece knit suit that featured a white
turtleneck sweater and a lime green pleated skirt. All covered with
the same colored sleeveless fringe vest.
Our young men were a big asset to the show. Mr. Emanuel Bland
wou a gold sweater that featured brown striped sleeves. This
complemented brown flare leg slacks with suede belt. Larry Scales
modeled a sharp looking suit so great for the festive occasion.
Larry's suit was high-lighted by a brown velveteen jacket' that was
teamed with brown and white knit slacks. This MU worn with a
tan shirt and a coordinating tie from the Sears "Put on" Shop. To
emphasize the many great accessories available we put our stunning
model, jean Payton, in a body stocking and draped her in scarves,
belts and necklaces!
Yes, this indeed Was a gala holiday festive event fashions. Mn,. Mose
Pleasure, Ir., was out lovely chairman of the show.
Fashion
Coordinator
Sears Crosstown
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Our timing is off...
There are many. many charitable organizations in the city
of Memphis. Some are predominately white, with white aim
s
and objectives, others are black with their goals set for better-,
ing their own kind. But there is one thing they both have in
common . . . Poor timing.
More often than not, in Memphis, the greatest strangehold
on charitable functions is not the "inflationary practices" an
d
counter-practices of President Nixon.
Looking back over some of the more recent benefit shows
,
(for the sake of the black communities), there are numerous
instances where two or more benefit programs were being he
ld
on the same night, and as a result both lost approximate
ly
one third of the attendance they may have been able to dra
w.
1.ast week the NAACP staged its annual Miss Social Bell
e
contest at the Showcase. At the same time. the Half and Ha
lf
organization staged the "River City Blues Festival." featuri
ng
several black music-makers at the Ellis Auditorium.
What else could this be but bad timing on the part of on
e
of these groups?
Both organizations expect their function to be the mai
n
source of revenue to keep the group alive. Both are set u
p
to serve the good of the community and deserve the ri
ght to
have a full house for any show they sponsor.
At the same time, both will lose monetarily because of ba
d
timing on someone's part. which defeats the purpose of the 
show.
Raising funds at such a time as now when money is 
tight
everywhere, is bad enough without splitting the public betwe
en
two functions, two groups and both promising an equally
 good
show. .
WDIA radio station claimed the rights to November 27 a
s
the date for their annual "Goodwill Revue," according to pu
b-
lic relations man. A. C. Williams. At the same time. the 
Beale
St. Elks felt they had preference to that same date for t
heir
annual "Blues Bowl Game." at Crump Stadium.
After the days receipts were counted, both groups reported-
ly fared quite nicely. But how much better would they both hav
e
done had they used a bit more forethought in planning su
ch
important dates to remember?
Although recently questions have arisen to" the sincerity of
WDLA radio station, facts. figures and those who have bee
n
helped, testify that WD1A does put forth a lot of effort 
to
"get involved" in the black community.
The Blues Bowl game, played yearly in honor of W. C.
Handy. "Father of the Blues." last year financed countle
ss
bushels of food and clothing to the needy. How can such 
a
service be measured? In dollars and cents, and no other wa
y.
This year's Bowl game drew 1,400 spectators. After stadium
costs and other fees, there was still some change to benef
it
the underprivileged.
But a good many of the 9.000 that stormed the Coliseum
to hear the "Memphis Sound" in an almost spectacular sho
w,
could have contributed a pretty penny to the Elks in their cau
se
also.
It will be long after poverty and hunger has been erased
from the face of the earth. before man will have learned 
to
master time, or "be in two places at once."
Therefore, until that time comes to pass. it would benefit
all organizations, both charitable and otherwise, to live with
in
the boundary that man must move within, and cannot survive
without . . . Time.
Black mutiny in Vietnam
Everywhere in the U. S. armed forces, racism is showing
its ugly head. It is a festering sore that military authori
ties have
allewed to go unchecKed too long. In Germaay, there ha
ve been
repeated serious clashes between black and white se
rvicemen.
Now comes the news of 14 black soldiers who spent a
 week in
jail on mutiny charges after they barricaded themselves in a
bunker. The incident occurred on an isolated base named 
Whis-
key Mountain in Vietnam.
A squad of 15 military policemen was flown in a Chinook 
heli-
copter to take the mutineers in handcuffs to jail after a myste-
rious explosion ripped through the bunker and the me
n sought
medical aid. The Army dropped the mutiny charges 
after 12 of
the 14 soldiers apparently under pressure, signed 
lower-level
charges which led to demotions, fines and monthly 
pay cuts.
Two of the servicemen are still in the stockade three 
weeks after
the incident occurred.
Lt. Col. John S. Egbert, commanding officer of the 
35th En-
gineering Group, which is responsible for the base. sai
d that he
could no. talk about the charges because ati• inve
stigation was
still going on. This is the usual Army excuse to co
ver up racist
incidents that might discredit Commanding base officers
 who
fbllow the do-nothing policy of the Pentagon.
SIMULATING ECONOMY?
My View 
China's spokesman at
UN lays it on
By Dr. BENJAMIN E. MAYS.
One Mght have thought that the
Chinese sozkesman for the Chinese
Delegation to the United Nations might
have responded to words of welcome
with appreciation to the United States
for spearheading the move to get China
admitted to the U. N. Ambassador
Bush's worts of welcome were cordial
and warm. He said in part:
"The United States jins in welcam-
ing to the United Nations the represen-
tatives of thp People's Repub'ic of
China. Vice Foreign Minister Chiao.
Ambassador Huang and their •olleagues.
Their presence here makes the United
Nations more reflective of the world as
it now exists and we hope ,hat it will
contribute to the organization s potential
for harmonizing the a:tions of nation,.
"The issues of principle that divid-
ed the General Assembly in resew
weeks were deeply felt and hard fought.
Those differences should not obscure
the proposition en which nesrly all of
itcluding the United States, agreed:
that the moment in history has arrived
:or the People's Republic of China to
he in the United Nations."
Yakov A. Malik of the Soviet Union.
said in pert in Ws words of welcome:
"Our delegation has always stressed
that China must be represented in ,he
United Nations by the representatives af
the Chinese People's Republic." But he
the Chinese People's Republic." But the
'he United States and ne expres- on of
appreciat'on for the United role
in getting China admitted to the U. N.
He thanked •Me President of the
United Nations aad the representatives
of many ccuntriea for the wet cme they
had giien China and he exprrsed
thanks for being a part of the Gsneral
the line
assembiy. Then he went on to say:
"In 1949 the Chinese people ovei.
threw the reactionary rule of the Chiasg
Kai-shek clique and founded the People's
Republic of China. Sinse then the legi-
timate rights of China n the United
Nasions should have gone to the Peo-
ple Republic of China as a matter of
cnU1,,C.
"It was only because of the obstruc•
on hy the United Stales Governmeet
that the legitimate rights of the Pea;
• Remota ie of China in the Unaed
Nation: was deprived er fcr a lone
time and that the Chiang Kai-shek
clique, long repudiated by the ChM.se
people, was able to usurp China's law-
ful seat in the United Nelms.
"I -hereby reiterate that Taiwaneis
an inalienable pert of China's territory
and the U. S. armed invasion and occu-
pation of China's Taiwan and the Taiwan
straits cannot in the least alter the sov-
ereignty of. the People's Republic of
China over Taiwan, that all the armed
fortes of the United States definitely
should he withdrawn from Taiwan and
the Taiwan Straits and that we are
firmly oeposed to any design to sep-
arate Taiwan from the mothorland.
"The Chinese people are determined
to liberate Taiwan and no force on earth
csn stop us from doing so. At no time,
neither tedzy nor ever in the future.
will China be a super power subject-
ing others to its aggression, subver-
sion, control, interference of bullying."
The Chinese spokesman felt no grat-
itude to the United State, I suspect for
two reasons: The United States or Amer.
Ira had kept China out of the United
Nations and he wanted it known that
China iv Ii be her own man.
Point of View
NAT, D WILLIAMS
THE RECORD
It's easy to point the finger of scorn
at a man with a record. When a man
is accused of having a record, the usual
meaning is that he has been in prison
,... has done -time" for a real or al-
leged crime.' Most folk are prone to re-
gard such a man with contempt, fear,
or just plain dismisal. And that is had,
It is particularl,, disastrous for black
people. The record shows that some
SO per cent of the prison population of
the United States is black. Most of the
persons in the nation's jails, reforma-
tories, lock-ups, and penitenitaries are
black men and women.
The record also shows that programs
of so-called rehabilitation ... re-fitting a
person to take a useful place in society
are largely jokes. Most folk who are
sent to prison, come out worse crimin-
als than they were when they entered.
Some of the worst crimes are commit-
ted in prison. People are murdered phy-
sically, psychologically, spiritually, and
morally in prison.
Over the years it has been realized
that there is a great need for reform in
the nation's prisons. But, most Amen-
cans are inclined to dismiss the prison
problem from their minds. It is an un-
pleasant subject. So. they put up a men-
tal road-block and refuse to think about
it.
The result is the increasing series
of prison outbreaks and riots. People
who have been or being de-humanized
are reacting like wild animals. It is
iron cal that currently the most effec-
tive leaders of the black people of Amer-
ica are actual or former prison inmates.
There is something sinister in the whole
picture.
When Lance Watson ... best known
as "Sweet Willie Wine," went with a
delegation to Nashville several days
ago, to talk with the Governor of Ten-
nessee and other officials about prison
conditions in the state, he was address
ing hiMself to a high:y important sM
ject. He was working for his people.
LATE, BUT
It may seem a bit late to comment
nit it but the subject is still very per
tinent. Gov. Winfield ,Dunn, chief execu-
tive of the State of Tennessee, did
something recently that no other gov-
ernor in the history of the state has
done officially.
Governor Dune. a Memphis resi-
dent, made a trip to his home town a
couple of weeks ago, and went directly
to an area that people would not ordi-
narily expect a man like a governor to
visit. Governor Dunn went to - what's
left of Beale Street. He took an inter-
ested visit to the main drag of the
Memphis Black ghetto. ,
After his brief visit, Governor Dunn
announced an aroused and definitely
concerned interest in the housing situa-
lien facing the black segment of the lo-
cal population. Following the governor's
visit several acutely destitute families
were provided with needed housing. Fol-
lowing the governor's visit, bureaucrats
in the housing set-up here began to get
busy at their jobs. Governor Dunn is to
be commended for a trip home.
BLUES
The Silver City Blues Festival was
held last Friday night at the City Au-
'ditorium. A fair-sized audience, practi-
cally all-white witnessed the show. More
than a score of oldtime blues-men and
women ... all black ... were featured
on the show.
The only instruments they used to
produce their music were guitars, pi-
anos, and jug-band innovations. They
provided their audience with an assort-
ment of songs and sentiments that told'
the story of the black man as tie lives
his life in a system that does not yet
&emit him as a man.
It's easy, as most book-learned
Black do, to relegate the blues to the
low down and evil. That's what the white
folk uSed to call them. But more and
more white Americans, and even some
Black Americans, are waking up to re-
alize the message of the blues. For the
blues do have a message ... A universal
mossIge ...Th,' story men sed •ssie
en who know the meaning of disappoint-
ment and pain . . Who understand such
tvords as "If I'm feeling tomorrow like
feel today. I'm gonna pack my grip
and make my get away."
Chopped beef or steak
for elderly causes tiff -
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
Mrs. Virginia Ferrafteho, a 64-year-
old New York City housewife, gave t h e
White House Conference on the Aging an
unexpected lesson in oistriron when it
opened here last week. Mrs. Ferret:to,
a handsome blas:k woman, is one year
'below the accepted age level for senior
citizens, but she has devoted the past 10
years to working oa their behalf. Her
husband is a retired railroad employee
and their income is sufficient for them
to live comfortably and to allow her to
pursue her 4ctivities with the Metropoli-
tan Community United Methodist Church
%shish has a program /or the elderly.
Mrs. Ferracho covers the five bor-
oughs of New York speaking on behalf of
old people. At the panel on nutirtion,
some of the white delegates, who were
obviously secure middle class, criticized
the buyine habits of the blark elderly.
Said one, "I've seen some of them on
oelfare and social security buying steak
when they should have been buying chop-
ped beef."
Mrs. Ferracho shot back. "T h a
shows you've never been poor- or tried
to understand • them. If they want to buy
steak instead of hambbrger, it's because
that's one of the few pleasures in life
for them and if it gives them pleasure.
II means they cans live a little longer and
enjoy life a little better." She got a
stnading ovation ansl an apology front
the woman who confessed that the had
never looked at it from that angle.
Historian Lerone Bennett was the
speaker at the closing banquet of t he
Conference of Black Elected Officials
sponsored by the Congressional Black
Caucus in Washington two weeks ago.
His remarks are well worth reading be-
cause, in a sense, they are the frame-
work for the natrional black agenda
which the Call•Ctis is developing. (Ex-
cerpts of the spee:h may be found else-
where in this' oa,per.) Of oarticular in-
terest in view of the coming presidential
campaign is the section on political
ructure.
Says Benne:t: "Our only hope of
salvation is the preein.ct by precinct
mcbilizaton of black people within a
new political perspective. The tradit:on-
al American idea of organizing people to
trade their votes for garbage collection
and petty patronage jobs is not only not
power — it is the precise opposite of
power. Political power is not garbage
collection cr petty patronage in a retten
political system, but the ability to trans-
form political structures so that people
will not have to beg aliens and adver-
saries for resources and services that
governments should provide routinely. ..
there is a spat-ate need for machinery
to tap the rage and energy of black
youth and the skills and resources of the
black middle class. There are hundreds,
even' thousands of black middle-class
people who can give from 100 to 500 dol-
lars to support black politicians and
black inst!tutions. It is one of the crucial
tasks of the Seventies to reach these in-
dividuals and to make them realize that
freedom ain't free."
NOTE TO SENATOR JAVITS
"Dear Sen. Jacob Javits: I have for
maev years been among your legions of
admirers who have appreciated your
..ourage and support of civil rights and
Being Frank
•••••em
••••••
humanitarian causes. In your long tenure....
as Rep. senator from New York you
have always placed principle above
party. I was, therefore, puzzled a n
somewhat disappointed to read in your
statement of Nov. 18 on the low income
housing proposal for Forest Hills, New
York this paragraph:
"The major' questioa is whether we -
can afford all our eitizens equal op.'
portunity in their choice housing while
at the same time preserving the desirable'
character of the particular neighbor.'
hoods involved. It serves no purpose 'o.
turn any area of the city or suburbs into
a slum.
"It is highly desirable to open up
many neighborhoods to people of modest.
means, without overtaxin these areas,
changing their character or depriving
any resident of a safe, attractive selling
with suitable recreational space which
will be an asset to the communiCy."
Perhaps I am reading more into those
words than appears. If so, I apologize.
However. I am afraid that the bigots
and the racist; will not be as under-
standing as I and will seize titian your,
statement to justify and fortify their
twisted reasoning. The pictures I have,
seen of the protesters •n Forest Hills
were full of hate. No matter their argu-
ment over the threat to property value:
they are still attempting to deny a basic
and fundamental constitutional right -to
live where one chooses. I shall be anx;
iously a waiting your clarification. Yours
smeerely.
COLLECTOR'S ITEMS
Around WaThipgton, Lawrence Ox--
ley. a youthful 85 who outs those one—
third of his age to shame. is "Mr. Sen-
ior Citizen." Singlehandely. he has done
more to promote the cause of the elderly,
i•7 oil r society than a team of high .
powered publit. relationists could turn
out in a year. Oxley, who retired from
the U. S. Department of Labor some'
years ago, is a full time paid staffer with
the National Council for Senior Citizen,:
yet, he could not be cleared as a dele-
gate to the White House Conference on. •
the Aging (obstensiblv because he is a
Democrat) until Sen. Edward Brooke_
( R. Ma'ss.) persoeally intervened on his
behalf.
Once this was overcome, however,
the White House sent him a personal
letter of invitation from the President'
and the manager of the Washington'
Hilton wrote that a choice suite for him
was being reserved in the hotel at no
charges.
Samuel J. Simmons. Assistant Secre-•
tars/ of Housing and Urban Development
for Equal Opportunity, has upheld t h e
findings of Julia Cooper, an attorney for
the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission who ruled recently that the '
Department had practted discrimination
against a group of black em'ployee'
when it docked their pay for taking part'
in a protest in October, 1970. Simmons.
said that all charges would be deleted-,
from the records of the employees a n
their pay would be restored, but he
cautioned that the Federal Government .
still had the right to regulate the be;
havior of employees, including lea e-
totting.
Black coach is key in
NFL-NBC-Classic conflict
By FRANK L. STANLEY
College football's' winningest coach
— venerable Jake Gaither of Florida
A & M—'s the key to a conflict between
NBC, the National Football League, and
the Orange Blossom Classic. The conflict
revolves around the fact that Florida
A & M's football team has scheduled its
annual Orange Blossom Classic Saturday
night Dec. 11 in Miami's Orange Bowl.
On that same afternoon the Miami
Dolphins meet the Colts in Baltimore.
Federal law says a pro game may not
he televised within a 75-mile radiusof
the site 'where a college team is playing
on that day. What this means is that
Miami Dolphin fans within a 75-mile
radius of the city of Miami would not be
able to see the game televised.
able to see the game televised.
There is tremendous pressure on
Gaither and A & M to waive their rights.
Reportedly, if they do then the Justice
Department has hinted it would not pro-
secute, anyone. Gaither's position is that
he cannot jeopardize himself or Florida
A & M.
Morever, Gaither is quoted as say-
ing, "I am on the NCAA television com-
mittee myself, and I am not on the
Board of Trustees of the American Foot-
ball Coaches Association. How in the
world can I be loyal to my obligations to
these groups, not to mention Florida
A & M?
"Who is going to sit in Miami and
watch that pro game that starts at four,
ends around seven, and then come out
to our game? Of course, it would hurt
our game.
"I don't like this type of pressure.
It's not fair. . . A lot of people never
will get my side of the story. They will
think that Jake's a bad boy, that Jake
won't let them televise the game, that
Jake's to blame for the whole mess.
"I want the good will of the people
of Miami. We barns need that ;it F orida
A & M. This thing is the doing of the
Dolph its and NFL."
Gaither is not talking through his
hat. He Thanthe support of the NCAA and
•
••••••
here are portions of a telegram he re"
ceived from Tom Hanson, assistant eve'
cutive secretary of the NCAA:
"Telecast of Miami-Baltimore game
is subject to Public Law 87-331 because
the NFL commissioners office chose to
schedule the game on Saturday during
college football season.
"Vie law protects high school a n d
college football from encroachment by
professional football upon two days of
the week' reserved by Congress f o r
amateur football. NFL is well aware of
law despite misleading statements that
telecast is blocked by NCAA rule.
"NFL knew law and date of y o u-r-
game and is to blame for scheduling's...
Miami game in this manner, even though':
it is now trying to focus blame for tele-
vision problem on others.
"We hope you will make this points-
clear to all football fans in Miami area.'"
"Professionah football can play owe
any day of the week and can televise-
without restriction on five of seven daYr.
a week. Despite this attitude, they con--
tinually attempt to interfere with college'
football and try to televise against it
when in fact they refuse to televist.-
against themselves.
"They refuse to televise their o w n
soldout games in their own communitr
_ -
when they play at home.
"Your famed Orange Blossom
Classic deserves the full support of all
football fans and most of all professional
football, which has profted immeasura-
bly from Florida A & M's splendid :oat-
ball game."
Armed with this official support
Gaither points out that expenses for the
Classic which Florida A & M has been
promoting in Miami since 1846 amounts
to 883,562.82. So Gaither says, "That's,
what we're playing around with and
we move our game to an 11 a. m. ,kick-
off Saturday as we were consider al
first, I think it would cost us about Is,
000 Recipe at $75 a head. That's $75,900
and that's what I stk."
.I•••••
••••••
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INTEGRATION DOES NOT
EQUAL QUALITY EDUCATION
Miseducation for black children in the public schoolystem can lead to one of two things: early entrance
nto a long life of slave labor or early death as inhe case of young Elton Hayes. To miseducate a blackhild means death at an early age. An early physicalleath of a black child only means that the childtas died twice. The cross at his grave indicates his
thysical death. His registration into the public school
ystem marks his mental death at an early age.
Miseducation of a black child is initiated at hisirth and is stepped up when he is put into a school
ysteni designed to strip him of all of his psychologi-
al and cultural identity. He is being prepared for a
Dng life of labor in the ftg.teries of those who setip the schoo/ system.
Miseducation of black people began after the
!ivil War when chattel slavery changed form to eco-
omic slavery. Every slave needs training for his
fe's work. Plantation work and picking cotton requir-d a few years of early childhood breaking process
nd plenty of on-the-job training. The language was
imple: pick the cotton.
Breaking a slave for plant work requires more
ong range training, for with a factory comes many
!omplex tools and social hierarchy of tool handlers.
7ertain tools related to certain people in the economic
nyramid.
The northern factory owners, heading South to
:heap slave labor, played a paper game on the slaves.
'hey amended the paper constitution and left the eco-
omic conditions the same.
When the dust of the reconstruction era had
leared, the white southern aristocrat and white north-
rn industrialist had kissed and married, and the
laves were left jumping through the loops of the 13th,
4th and 15th amendments frying to find their citizen-
hip. While all other white citizens were enjoying their
itizenship under human rights under the protection
if the states rights of the first 10 amendments, the
;orthern radical Republicans and Southern Demo-
:rats slipped the chains of so-called civtl r i g hts
round the ankles af the newly so-called freedmen.
To add weight to the anchor of the new economic
lavery. on 'the motion of their industrialist fathers.
le puritan daughters of the North loaded with Bibles
nd volumes of Greek mythology and Latin. fanned
ut among the so-called freedmen to set up the in-
titutions of miseducation to train slaves who would
rain more slaves for their new life in the back doors
I the coming factories.
Because the first black graduates of the schools of
niseducation misunderstood the forces that had
layed upon their lives in the new game of economics
nd politics, they set a perpetual motion, through their
tudents, of institutionalized illusions of citizenship
nd salvation; of social equality through social inte-
;ration and participation in white democratic parties.
These forces in the snowball of history are press-
ig black people to dump their young children into the
ath of the historical blades of integration-desegrega-
ion and mis-education - into the white controlled
chool system, the death at an early age.
When the African sun melts the snowball of his-
n-y and fertilizes the mind of the black man he will
ft fiom around his neck' the yoke of .the 13, 14 and
ith amendments.
Mie, Mildred Elaine Young has "won her wings" and Is
now a stewardess with Delta Air Lines. Daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Young of 1386 Humber Street. She corn-
pleted the four-week training course at Delta's Steward-
ess School at the Atlanta Airport and is now proudly wear-
ing, the chic uniform and cap of the nation's fifth 'argest
th-Jit.e. From her base station of Atlanta. she will fly to
malty of the 63 cities served by Delta in 23 states. .he
District of Columbia, and the Caribbean. Miss Young
g graduate of Manassas High School. Memphis, Tenn.;
and of Memphis State University, Memphis, Tenn.
AUTOMOBILE REPAIRS
CASH OR CREDIT NO FINANCE CHARGE
1. Factory Rebuilt motors Installed on time.
2. Automatic Transmissions-Guaranteed on time.
-B. Paint jobs • cash or on time.
.4. All Body work and Wrecks built cash or easy
ments, also Insurance jobs.
,5. Air conditioning, cash or $5.00 per week.
.6. All glass work.
7. Used and rebuilt auto parts.
Pay-
COME TO SEE US-YOU WILL BE GLAD YOU DID.
JEFFCOAT MOTORS
297 Vance Ave. Downtown
PI l 526-0373
Jesse H. Turner, Execu-
tive Vice President of the
Tri-State Bank of Memphis.
announced that the Buck.
DEFENDER
eye Cellulose Corporation, a
memphis headquartered su-
bsidiary of The Procter &
Gamble Company, has be'
Robert F. Cannon, Vice President of Buck-
eye Cellulose Corporation, deposits his
Company's check Inc Employee Withhold-
ing Taxes with Miss Sarah Selma*, teller
at Tri-State Bank of Memphis. The hank's
gets new
come a new depositor at
the bank under a regular
program of depositing Em-
ployee Withholding Taxes.
Executive Vice President, Jesse H. Turner
(second from left) and Buckeye's Memphis
Plant Manager, Thomas R. Turner, (right)
look on.
Porter-Leath Center
starts X-mas campaign
Mrs Robert Davidson. Ad-
visory Committee chairman,
announces the opening of the
committee's 1971 Christmas
Project drive to raise funds
Klondyke men
holds open meet
The public is invited to at-
tend a meeting to be stag-
ed by the Klondyke Civic
Club men's group, at the
club house. 943 Vollentine.
Sunday, Dec. 12 at 4:00 p.m
Several newly elected offi-
cials have promised to he
on the activities as part of
the forum.
The Klondyke Civic Club's
raffle, held Nov. 24 was won
by Miss Jeannett Cooper
Wood. In taking first prize
she won a 15-lb. turkey just
in time for Thanksgiving
Tenn. laymen
meet, install
new officers
The West Tennessee Lay-
man's Organization of
A. M. F. churches will hold
its annual inataitatioe serv-
ice it St Andrews Church.
867 S. Parkway East, Sun-
day Dec. 12 at 330 p. m.
T. J. Toney will speak on
the duties of a layman. Of-
ficers will be installed by
Rev. - Martin and music will
be provided by the West
Tenn. Conference Male
Chorus,
to buy a Christmas present
for every child in the care of
Porter-Leath Children's Cen-
ter. The Christmas Project
is also used to meet special
needs of the agency young-
sters throughout the year.
Mrs. Davidson calls on
social clubs, fraternal organi-
zations, and individuals to
support the Advisory Com-
mittee's efforts to reach its
goal of $1000.
Mrs. Robert Robertson,'
Christmas Project chairman,;
stated that last year the
committee gave Christmas
presents to over 100 children.
In addition, it presented
graduation gifts to agency
youngsters who graduated
from Northside and Douglas
High Schools, helped a 12
year old attend a basketball,
tournament with his Boys'
Club basketball team, out-
fitted a girl so that she was.
able to attend a prom at,
Northside. and painted the
interior of an agency group
home.
"It was very gratifying."'
declared Christmas Project
co-chairman, William C.
Weathers," that we were
able to help a boy go to col-
lege. He had a scholarship
to the University of Tennes,
see at Knoxville, but lacked
funds for travel and books:'
The Advisory Committee
is the advisory body to the
board of directors and staff
nf Porter-Leath Children's
Center. This past year the
committee helped the agency
to establish a family day)
DriOo Carl Carson out of town
ONE-WAY
MOVING VANEI
ligrinammgr
ANNOUNCEMENT
QUALITY USED CARS HAS THE PLEASURE TO
ANNOUNCE THE APPOINTMENT OF MR. RAY
STAPLES, POPULAR AUTOMOBILE SPECIALIST
;IN THE BLACK COMMUNITY, TO ASSISTANT
MANAGER
hay Staples Specials
$3395.00
Gorgeous Aspen white black vinyl top, black leather
interior, low milage, like new, fully equipped.
89 010s 98 Luxury Sedan 
 . S2695.00
*A real ii, 'jr' automobile, fully equipped including
AM.FM Stereo radio, vinyl top, twin Comfort seats,
etc.
67 Cadillac Coupe De Ville $1995.00
R truly beautiful car, fully equipped and ready to go.
Celt
Ray Staples Today
aunty Used Cars
1562 1. SNOOKS RD. 332-0470
61 Old; - Hurst 442 
 $1695.00
A real sporty car with full pewerair, mag wheels and
horst transmission.
care program so that super-
vised day care for childreni
from six a eeks to three
years of age now is available
in Memphis.
Checks or money orders
can be sent to any of the in-
dividuals named above, or
to the secretary of the Advt.
sory Committee. Mrs. Ber-
nice A. E. Callaway, at 850
N. Manassas. Memphis.
Tenn. 38107.
Tri-State Bank is a black.
owned bank located at 213
South Main Street.
"We are pleased to wel-
come B u keye Cellulose
Corporation as one of our de-
positors," Mr. Turner said,
"and we are encouraged by
the confidence they are
showing in Tri-State Bank
by initiating this banking
arrangement with us."
Tri-State Bank will have
use of these deposits for
short-term investment
Profits earned from the use
of these tax deposits will
help to maintain t h e
strength of the bank so that
it might more efficiently
serve the inner-city corn-
munity, according to Mr.
Turner.
"The kind of banking
activity which Buckeye Cel-
lulose Corporation is initiat-
ing with Tri-State Bank
does not make more capital
available for loans," Mr.
Turner explained, "instead
it contributes to the long-
term strength of the bank."
By keeping this black. 
ownedi IS stitution viable,
more capital is provided to
finance minority enterprise
in underdeveloped com-
munities, he pointed out.
Tri-State Bank is staffed
to thoroughly invcstigage
loan applications and is in
a good position to evaluate
black businessmen's prob-
lems and capabilities.
"When the major com-
panies begin to utilize our
services, like Buckeye and
some others are doing, we
will be in a petter position
to make caPital available
to black businessmen," Mr
Turner added.
"Tri-State Bank is a
good example of what black-
owned banks are doing in
large metropolitan areas."
declared Robert E.
Cannon, Vice President a-
Buckeye, "and we ere
happy to contribute by en
tering into a banking e,
rangernent with this financia
institution."
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All ' d persons ere hereby notified that sh• Deleteent at 1/.5.
esys of the Po. of Tennessee in cocoon... w Cite el MIII1(0101
is planning the centhesion el Pinete too. T 4001 I 1, 79950 1717 9/,
Skate County, 51. 4 Resat Avenue) as enure and Oracle,. A..
nue. Annoys at Posk A , 55 1 5.1 (E..' as
Walker Anew., Norbert and Arery, TOPICS Inspreuesente, Cenuatt
No. 0117.
I. Th• Lamar . /Dederick AAAA 
mlortoction lot dead out Cloodonok Aeon. reckoned
ietersect Lamar Amuse opposite Trezeent Street. An addi-
noel right.efery bo reqweed for this construction.
2. the •Irsetegitliente A,... laterite/11es
The Netts approach le 1114 intenection efl Se wodeed along
th• Wed ssde at Airways Ines Spring A,.• to Lamar. The West
approach et the Alreivrierer Orono& imereection a p. be ssid-
este oleo the Ittetts ..do et Lerner heat kers genet to Assets/.
The Seth opesserch et IS. Airessetilsemor interbetion is la be
widened on the led side el Airway. fres Riley Menge to Lerner
Avenue. A.14104.1 right.et.uroy ell be required ter this con.
oftener.
3. Alrwee Park A 
This inlonect.oe is te he eserosed by ed•rrna the loft ep.
presets oleo. the Nett% std• el Pask Aron. beginning •PPreor.
mealy 350* Lear., Airovcs. Aidettenol r.gle.el.swer will horse to
be esquIred esti the trees el rae (71 building. hill have to be
renewed atrerneelree this terservction. Additional right *f-
ore .111 ha acquire est the nee terms In the Netthest and
Srunveree quadrant, at thi. Airsearlork Moot. ili.OMIKONOR
WhiCh Iv di be )lonene4 Pa weep:Se 30' heniep red..
4. let Parkway Soath/Walker 
A suennehtina island ell be ...rutted extend,ng Nerds from
le end .9th. p AAAAAA concrete kestrel en she Wet sae at P.
eructuso ear Southern A.nue •nd Southern kodeed. The
sooners ,siand alt suet e -sterna In 5o.ohbecnd Ea.
Porese 'roe.< to 'resent cest,s,ent sirras the concrete hearer%
Al coadruche will he ethin the reset replavel.ets.
S. Sal Parkway South at Norbert wed Avery WOO
The tad,  for tho median Opening at Harbors ero le lee llotIonsts1
to pron.. fer beet turning ...vent. A left here defogs lane
I. tle provided in the elem. for Southbeed tea Peke.
le 'tic desist., to tee Ire Avery Street All cestructre nsill S.
eines the aroma rightmermsey.
Any c.fintn sr public 0441 who weed be affected by ...14 reject
nay meet eet • della poblit eating S. held with ,.,pat a tlot
!were,. Me smoneseM, oriel and ewirenmentel Ow. at the see, a.
iy urt,on 21.9 1,P. 41, Uesed State. Code, by etreerusg
a.,,',, seem to Mt. Henry 0. Sucker, Jr., Tennessee DoPo.00nt et
Isigesrys, 112 State Woke. Selene, Nashville, Tonere 37411, so
or Swore Deemer 13, 1971.
In the ovens such a reamer is roceSsel. o furter eke of te Nee led
place et the hewing ell be published.
The general lesahon soots and eget,. one...mental declaration ore
ereiablo ter polal.c inspection end copying at the Itelional Office el
the Tennesee Depermserd at Miehmays, ries rar. .I. W. keened, logien.
al Engineer, Vote Iliehety Chterfaseal, Pe. Street P, 0. Am 421,
Jackson,I....... 35302, and cle Mr. V. A. lool,ngs, logienal MOW •
arosay fogleet, State MiyAver Department, Saw 011.E• Bnildmy
170 Nerds Plea Strum, Memphis. Teaser. 31103.
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Sredaer Club feted
in post-holiday brunch
The beautiful and spacious
home of Mrs. Climmie Pilot.
1927 Netherwood %VHS the
"just right" setting for the
Sredaer Club's third annual
Post Thanksgiving Benefit
Brunch, held on November
27 The superb atmosphere
and the expressions of smil•
Inc guests made the affair
a sniashing success.
Among those who attended
the brunch were: Mrs. I.
Wilson, Mrs. Annie B. Cole-
man, Mrs. Attie Jef f er y.
Mrs. A. Neal. Mrs. Davis.
Mrs F. Sawyer. Mrs. Isla
Warren, Mrs. 1. 1. e w
Airs. D. Geen. Mrs. Coffee.
Mrs. M. Hullum, Mrs. Jua-
nita Mrs. Mary
Range. Mr. Robert Hall,
Mrs. Wilma Halley. M s.
Chestine Cowan, Mrs Eu-
nice Carruthers. Mrs Mary
Freeman, Mrs Fannie Brit-
ton. Mr. and Mrs. William
Pilot. Abs.,: Juanita Pilo t,
Regina! Harding. Sandra
Hullum and many others.
Among the many friends
who were unable to attend
but graciously contributed
to the financial success of
the brunch included: Mrs.
E. Blake., Mrs. Gladys Hil-
liard. Mrs. G. London. Mrs.
F.. Scott, Mr. J. N. Scott,
Leroy Patterson. Mrs. Joyce
Bell, Airs. A. l'pshaw. Mrs _
NEWMAN A. McCutchen, Jr.
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY
2377 LAMAR AVE.
327.5561 324-6511
9 A.M. to 8 P.M.
AUTO HOME LIFE
es •Zior.204
GIRLS - YOUNG
LADIES
Dbn't ri t dr ice of a
If you are between the ages of 17 6
& 25, not married, no children and
consider
today in
PAGENT.
yourself attractive, enter
the MISS BLACK MEMPHIS
CALL 272-2745
or APPLY IN PERSON Mg Lailtar,
9:30 AM.- 6:30 P.M., Mon.-Sat
Deadline Dec. 31, 1971
F. Farmer. Miss Gwendolyn
Harris. Mrs. Etta G r a y,
Miss Diane Johnson, M r s.
A. Hawkins. Mrs. M. Wilks.
Mrs. Queen Hudson, H r s.
Moore. Mrs. Leola Williams,
Mr. Brister Britt, Mrs. Pur-
nell. Mrs. Era Hardy, Mrs.
Alma Roach. Miss Patsy
Coleman. Mrs. Maine Wher-
ry, Mrs Rita Oglesby, Mr.
Odell Coleman. Mrs. Cleas-
ter Tanner. Miss Lillie B.
Roberts. Mrs. MA. Hayes,
Mr. Frank Pilot. Mrs. L.
Lewis. Mr. James Stubbs.
Mrs P. Toney. Mrs. Gloria
Pearson. MI'S, II, Moody
Mrs. E a son Mrs. I,. Rob-
erson, Mrs D. McGhee, Mrs.
Miller. Mrs. A. Dandridge,
rs Owens. Mr.
Graham. \his Willette. Mrs.
F. Ballard. Mrs. Portia
Jones. Mrs M. Kee. Miss
E. Crouch, Mrs. Al. K in g,
Mrs. D Primous, Mrs. Pearl
Clark. Miss R. Morris. Mrs,
lnez Morris. Mrs. C. King,
Mrs G Brandon. Mrs. E.
Goodlow . Mr. Lindberg Nel-
son. Mrs. L. Warr. Mrs. R.
Thomas. Mrs. B Wallace.
Mrs. Mary A. Wright, Miss
Susan Wright, Mrs. Odessa
Meyers. Mrs. Victoria Jones.
Mr Red. Mrs. W. Nelms.
Mr. S. Nelms. Miss M.
Brooks. Mrs. P. Whitmore.
Rev .1. H. Thompson, Mrs.
C. Thompson. Mr. Alit hur
Berry. Mr. J. Smith, a is d
many more.
The proceeds from t h e
brunch will be used to
spread Christmas cheer to
the destitute.
The Sredaer ('tub in c m -
hers arc: Mrs. Hilda Mas-
sey. president: Frances Es-
tes.' secretary: and Lucille
Britt and Alfreda Brack as
treasurers. Other club mem-
bers are A. B. Coleman. J.
N. Cobb. C. II. Pilot. 0 B.
Harding. M. Hunt, and Rev.
() E. Drain.
BLACK
5T11111111
Nair Coloring promises you
younger looking hair . . .
ac your money back!
See your hair tos
come dark and los.
trous, radiant with
highlights. In rust
17 moutes ot borne.
Natural looking hair
color won't rub off or
wa.h out. Long lasting.
Safe with perinanxnts.
Get a package todxy.
ONLY $1.19 COMPLETE
BLACK
STRAND
5 natural shades: St Slack
—inart—Dart Pour —
645:50 Brown—L.Ot Brown.
At earc druggist, crewel $1.50 a.
Strand Products Ca., Dept. N.
TS W. Monroe Street, Chicago, W.
60603 Specify shade wanted.
Wigs by Mon-Claire
'1,nen turday 930 a.rn. 5.30 p.m. (Except Honnys)
14 North Main (AT COURT \ STAIRS) 527.3619
YES!
We have 100%
Human HairWigs$795
Hand Made Wigs $2995
SPECIAL
Wash & Wear Wigs
Short Tapered
Short Shag 
Long Shag 
Afro 
Expert Styling 
W.e Honor
Hankaniericard
 
8595
812 95
816 95
8 9 95
$ 350
Mosier Charge Lay-A-Way
Crowning
tk
Bertrand's Mother
Posing at the recent crowning of
'llother of the Year' at Father Ber-
trand school were: (14) Mrs. Rob-
ert too, Jr.. (founder). Mrs. Fannie
Delk, Mrs. Rita Snowden ( Mother of
the Yea,'), Mrs. Melvin Baker Mrs.
Betty Echols. and Debra Reynolds
(fund raising winner). The ceremony
of the Year...
was held in the school's gym and
featured Mrs. Betty Rounds and Mr.
Jimmie Wilson as fashion models.
Mrs. Bernice Hines was chairman
of the event and Mrs. Harry Mae
Simmons, principal of Magnolia
Elementary school served as narra
tor.
Ex-Memphian opens J.U.G.S.
Mrs. Bobbie Hentrel receives her membership card from
National President Mrs. Bonnie Kirk (on right).
Mrs. Percy Hentrel (Bob-
bie). formally of Memphis.
Tennessee and how residing
in Grand Rapids, Michigan
with her husband and son.
Michael, has been instru-
mental in organizing a
Chapter of J.U.G.S., Incor-
porated ( J u stice. Unity.
Generosity and Service) in
that city with the help of
nine other young women of
Grand R a p ids, namely:
Mesdames Eloise Butler,
Ethel Ewel 1, Barbara
Moore. Bernice Moore, Alice
Styles. Julia Turner, Alice
Vaughn. and Shirley West.
Mrs. Ilentrel has also
served in many other areas
since journeying on to Grand
Rapids. Recently, she serv-
ed as Vice President of Del-
ta Sigma Theta Sorority—
Grand R a p ids Alumnae
Chapter: an Evaluator of
Michigan Secondary Schools
with North Central Associa-
tion of Colleges and Secon-
dary Schools. Advisor, Of
fice Education Association
Club (a National organiza-
tion for high school busi-
ness students). She is cur-
rently a member of the
Grand Rapids Education
Association, Michigan Edu-
cation Association. National
ailiz owntown • union ave. • whitehaven
fashion specialists
in sizes 18 to 60
and 161/2 to 321/2
christmas comes in
double knit go-togethers
tunic topping
$23
specially sized 38 to 46
• colorful tear-drop print zip front top
• side slit, proportioned for skirts or slacks
• washable, easy-care, luxury polyester
• red/black/sandiewood/lilac on whits
nylon slacks
$15
specially sized waist 32 to 46
• figure flattering 2-way stretch
• stitched crease, breathing waistband
• machine wash and dry
• black, lilac, sandlewood gift wrapped FREE
Mail orders: please add 750 postage
and sales tax appropriate in your area.
•
J STOUT SHOPPEDOWNTOWN • 64 S. MAIN • 527-6438
open thursday until 8 p.m.
UNION AVE. • 1992 UNION • 274-2065.
open daily until 5:30 p.m.
WHITEHAVEN • 4279 HWY. 51 S. • 398-0064
mon., thurs., sat. 'til 9 p.m.-sun. 1 to 6
WHITEHAVEN STORE
OPEN SUNDAYS
1 TO 6 P.M.
Education Association; Of-
fice Education Association,
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
Inc., and JUGS. Inc. She
holds a Master of Educa-
tion degree in Business Edu-
cation, and teaches in the
Business Education Depart-
ment at Union High School.
Mrs. Hentrel is now in her
twelfth year of teaching,
and has taught on the ele-
mentary, secondary, adult
high school and adult col-
lege levels.
She is looking forward to
entering George Peabody
College for Teachers to
further her education next
' fall. Says her one aspira-
tion is that of receiving her
doctorate degree in educa-
tion. She has received an
Award from Michigan State
University in Recognition
of her Professional Services
to the University in con-
junction with the Student
Teacher Program.
The Grand Rapids JUGS'
week-end of activities (No-
vember 1 2 - 14) included:
Dinner on Friday, November
12 at Holiday Inn East
with the local chapter se,
ing as host. On Saturday,
November 13. the out of
town guests, as well as the
local chapter, were invited
to the Percy Hentrels' home,
for cocktails.
Following the Induction
Ceremonies conducted by
the JUGS.' National Presi-i
dent, Mrs. Bonnie Kirk (for-.
malty of Memphis), the
Grand Rapids Chapter en-
tertained lavishly with a
Cocktail Party given at the
beautiful home of the Jus-
t ce Moores on Auburn,"
N. E. Other JUGS present',
for the Ceremonies and,'
Cocktail Party were: Mrs.
Maude Jones of Pittsburgh,
Pa., Mrs. Ruth Spicer and
Mrs. Charlie Reed of De-
troit, Mich,
Stella Shaw
to wed soon
By ANNA L. COOKE
Mr. and Mrs. Earl M.
Shaw of Jackson, Tennessee
are announcing the engage-
ment and approaching mar-
riage of their youngest
daughter, Stella Demetria
to Robert Wilson, III. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wilson,
Jr. of Newark, N. J.
The maternal grandparents
of Miss Shaw were the late
Mr. and Mrs. .1. B. Trotter
of Jackson. Her paternal
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs Lawrence Shaw of
Brownsville and the late
Mrs. Stella Bond Shaw.
The bride-elect in a 1967
honor graduate of Merry
High School where she was
a majorette with the march-
ing band and a member of
the Future Teachers of
America. She was named to
Who's Who Among Student
Leaders of America. So-
cially. she was a member of
the Charmettes, participated
in the "Miss Bronze West
Tennessee Pageant" and was
a Debutante..
A 1971 graduate of Tuske-
gee Institute in Alabama,
Miss Shaw is presently com-
pleting requirement for the
master's degree in guidance
and counseling at the same
institution. At Tuskegee.
she has held membershiti in
the Home Economics Club,
Student NEA, NAACP, and
was c o nstantly on the
Dean's list.'
Her sorority is Delta Sig-
ma Theta, Inc , where she
served as treasurer of Gam-
ma Tau chapter. She h a s
had the honor of serving as
"Miss Delta" and "Miss
ROTC." She is a licensee of
the Tennessee State Funeral
Directors, a member of the
Tuskegee Institute Alumni
Association and the Educa-
tional Development Commit-
tee.
The groom-elect is a
uate of Roth High School in
Dayton, Ohio. There, he was
president of his senior class,
chairman of the Human Re-
lations committee, captain of It
the basketball team and let-
tered in basketball, football,
and track. He was named in
the top ten in the Miami t:
Valley District, elected to ?4
Who's Who Among StudentA
Leaders in America and re.
ceived the Dayton Police
High School Youth award.
Presently, Mr. Wilson is a
senior at Tuskegee Institute,
majoring in Physical Educa-
tion. At Tuskegee he is cap-
tain of the basketball team,
treasurer of the Fellow-
ship of Christian Athletes
and active in Volunteer serv-
ice of the V. A. Hospital in
Tuskegee. His fraternity is
Omega Psi Phi and he r
serves as vice hasileus.
The wedding will be held )
on December 24 at 3 p.m. at
Macedonia Baptist Church in
Jackson, Tom, where the
bride-elect is a member. All
relatives and friends are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception which will
follow in the Kirkendoll Stu-
dent Center on the campus
of Lane College.
Fashion show
for 40th Ward
The 40th Ward Civic Club
is sponsoring a Fashion
show, Sunday, Dec. 12, at
3:30 p.m., at the Firestone
Union Hall, 1036 Firestone
Blvd. Music will be provided
by Melvin "Monster Man of
Soul and Sound", who will
also serve as emcee. Don'
tions are Elm at the di.
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Nupitals set
Jane Beattie, daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Willie Beattie of2r4a, Lyon has announced plans to be married on New
Ter 's Day, 1972. The groom, Dewey E. Dowdy, is the son
of ilr. and Mrs. Rufus Dowdy, 1i50 Breedlove. The couplewatt graduated from Douglass High school.
Black model makes Glamour
Beverly Johnson, a bright,
beautiful, soft-spoken Black
girl, svii6 a freshman in col-
lege two years ago. Today,
as one of America's top
Black models, she is fea-
tured in the holiday fashion
pages of Glamour Maga-
sine's December issue.
Born and raised in Buffalo,
New York, Beverly grad-
uated from Bennett High
School, and entered North-
eastern University in Boston,
Massachusetts. "All during
my freshman year friends
told me that I should be a
model", Beverly says, "so
when summer came, I
headed for New York City
with my mother."
The Ford Model Agency
liked her height — 58", her
weight — 120 pounds, and
her flawless, radiant com-
plexion, and in no time at
all Beverly appeared in
many fashion features. "I
didn't train for modeling at
all", she says, "I was
nervous in the beginning but
I got over that quickly."
In September of 1970 she
was off to Capri, Italy for
the Ford-sponsored "Interna-
tional Model Of The Year
Contest" where she was
second runner-up.
Beverly thinks fashion is
"fun." When she's not dress-
ed in her favorite pair of
leans, she likes to wear the
newest I o oks and says
that "the 40's look is great
for parties."
Beverly's shining complex-
ion is not the result of expen-
sive potions and hours of
facial care. "I only scrub
my face with soap three
times a week. The rest of
the time, I use steaming hot
wash cloths to clean my
skin and a little cotton with
rubbing alcohol for the oily
areas of my face." Her
make-up is as simple as it
is subtle. "False eyelashes
are out! — and I don't use
mascara too often either. I
Folhe
Oh/
ph.
SMee 11148 S Locations
A
APPLIANCE CO.
L E. DAMN R. G. KINKLI L E. GATLIN 111.
• 3431 SUMMER 
• 5231 POPLAR 
• 31 1 11 THOMAS (lIWY..5 1 N.) 
• 2574 LAMAR 
• 4255 HWY. 31 SOUTH 
324-4406
682-1661
358-4585
743-5370
396-0995
ALL FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES CARRY 5 YEAR
NATIONWIDE FACTORY WARRANT':
Frigidaire!
Flowing 4eot
DRYER
Frigidaire!
Jet Action 1-18
Model WAS
WASHER
99991
Do OS Ace's
termini Pay Plat
FPO 16.1, IP 6 he h.
Frigidaire frost Proof
with 154 lb. size freezer
$29995
ALL s Stoles OPEN DAILY A.M.-9 P.M.
Frigidaire Dishrnobile
loads easy,
cleans like crazy!
• Slanted top design lowers
tront opening, makes loading
a snap • Super-Surge wash-
ing action—needs little or no
pre
-rinsing • 4 Cycles—in-
cluding Plate Warmer.
$15995
Frigidaire Range features lift-
off door, big storage dram
Closed Sunday
$18995
•
The first law of nature is survival.
Never has the law been so nice to obey.
When friends surprise you by dropping by, graciously greet them by toasting the season with this
'wonderful Scotch.
Or, happily surprise them with a last-minute gift. Each carton is made so that you may remove the
.cellophane sleeve carrying the Johnnie Walker Red name and Johnnie's picture.
Do your survival kit shopping early because the supply is limited.
15
Pick up a four-pack of the world's largest selling Scotch.
100% BLENDED SCOTCH WHISKIES. 86.8 PROOF. IMPORTED BY SOMERSET IMPORTERS, LTD., NEW YORK, N.Y.
A
use some busher, a little
under-eye highlighter, some
white shadow, and maybe a
little lipgloss."
To keep in shape, Beverly
swims twice a week but
never diets — "it's too hard,
and besides I don't want to
be one of those really skinny
models."
Beverly enjoys her model-
ing and has no plans for
film acting. She is married
and lives in Brooklyn, New
York with her husband, Wil-
liam, who is studying to be
a real estate broker. Bever-
ly studies Criminal LaW at
New York University night
school and says of her
future, "I love my work and
I love school, but in a few
years I want to start having
children. I guess I really
want to be a good wife and
mother more than anything."
Les Casuale's
visit Atlanta
The Les Casuale's BrBidge
Chub recently returned from
a trap to Atlanta, Georgia,
and representatives of the
group say the trip was a
great success. While there
the group watched a football
clasoic between the Atlanta
Falcons and the New York
Giants.
The club lodged at Pas-
cuals and dined at the Re-
gency. During their short
stay, the group visited the
Atlanta Underground.
Club members making
the trip were: Earl and
Mary Ingram, Commodore
and Emma Primous, W i
liam and Jackie Ross. Ed-
dison and Marion Morrison,
Richard and Ella Mathis,
William and Sue Foster, Le-
Roy and Pat Williams and
Marian Holley.
Guests making the trip
were: Louis and Glenda
Holmes, Marian and Willie
Chatrnan, Angela and Henry
Harris, Pat and Ricbard
Lacey, Catheryn Terrell,
Kennel and Gloria Venson,
Dolton Williams, Ruby and
Odell Nathaniel. John a n d
Esther Richardson, Patricia
Edwards, Raymond House,
John and Jackie Green. Bar-
bara Knowles, Erma Jean
Cowley, Billy and G wen
McKissick, Leonard Shields
and James Earl Mulls.
Byas club plans meet
The Lull C. Byas Service
Club will hold its December
meeting on December 11th
at the home of Mrs. Hattie
Jackson, 1443 South Parkway
East, at 4 p.m. The mem-
bers will exchange gifts
with their secret pals. It
promises to be a gala affair.
The hostesses, along with
Mrs. Jackson, ,are Mrs. Ethel
Beavers and Mrs. Susie
Hightower.
The October meeting was
at the home of Mrs. Luvenia
Carridine, 372 LaClede Ave..
with her co-ho:esses, Mrs.
Magnolia Howard and Mrs.
Corine Curie. Two ladies
were added to the club ros-
ter: Mrs. Virginia Fleming
and Miss Yvonne Exum.
Hostesses Mesdames Ida
• Club '46 holds
holiday affair
The Club '46 met recently
at the home of Mrs. Londie
Brown at 3395 Ford Road.
All the members were total-
ly surprised with a pre-
Thanksgiving f e a St with
roast turkey and all the
trimmings. The table setting
was said to be just fantastic
with designs of turkeys, to
set the mood just right.
Members present were
Miss Dorothy Whitson, Mrs.
Ruby J. Aldridge, Mr. James
White, Mrs. Norma Wil-
liams, Mrs. Cara Gleese,
Rev. Jas L. Gleese, Mrs.
Selena Wortham, Mr. James
Arnold, Mrs. Jessye Fox.
At the meeting members
also discussed plans for a
Christmas party to be held
on Dec. 30.
He knows how
it feels to succeed.
And he
can help you i
get that feeling.
-
1
Aaron Memtt, Sr.
Achiever.
Aaron Merritt has received
his association's Agent
of the Year Award six
times. He sets his goals
high. And he reaches them.
He understands achievers.
He knows how to help
them achieve their goals.
He's an achiever himself.
North Carolina Mutual.
The Achiever Company.
We've been helping blacks
reach their goals since 1898.
Its made us the largest
black-operated financialinstitution in the nation today.
NOWR4 CAROLINA MUTUAI
tif . 
.....1h4A11.1ra Cooara....
571 Vance Avenue ,
Memphis, Tennessee 38126
Phone: 525-1721
Mae Smith, Virginia Flem-
ing, LaBlanche Jatekson and
Carolyn King carried the
club to Robilio's Cafeteria
for the November meeting.
Birth meetings were well at-
tended and highly enjoyable.
Mrs. Bettye Harrison is tale
president of the dub. Inez
E. Williams, reporter.
Name Miss
Black Teen
for Sickle
Cell honor
Miss Black Teenage
America 1971, June Kelly of
Ft. Worth, Texas. is Honor-
ary Youth Chairman for the
National Sickle Cell Disease
Research Foundation, Inc.
as announced by Mrs. Iris 
cold chills run over you; and The Emotions.
Pettiford Cox, Chairman of Ticket sales for the $100.00 plate dinner are going well. If •
the Board of Directors. you have not gotten yours there is still time.Surprise Birthday Party. . . .was given for John Edward:,
Said Mrs. Cox, "Miss Wesley recently by his mate, Mary in the home at 1556 East-
Black Teenage America as lawn. Mary and John are the proud parents of a baby boy.
a positive representativea vaivefiour Darryl Keith.mday,a 
youth will 
h 
Toasting John Ed and feasting with him were Mr. a n it •
ianblehealpsisnegt to the y Foundation peda n Mrs. Sam Helm, Mr. and Mrs. McCann Reid, Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Jones, Mrs. Maggie ,
ple aware of this crippling Williams, Dr. and Mrs. James G. Hawkins, Mr. and Mrs.:
disease which so affects the Dave Bond. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. Young, Mr. and Mrs..
young." Jesse Joseph, Dr, Joseph Westbrook, Hubbard Alexander, Mrs.-.
Renee White. Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Peacock, Mrs. Rose Coleman,During Miss Kelly's tray- Mrs. Freddie L. Wesley, A. B. Deberry, Mrs. Willie Lee Ho
els for the year of her reign. comb, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Whatley, Mr. and Mrs, Gene L..'
she will urge young people Robinson, Wilbur A. Jenkins. from Little Rock, Arkansas; Missto get tested for sickle cell Bettye Jean Robinson, from Washington, D. C.; Miss Hilda Lee
and to volunteer their serv- Robinson, and Miss Denise E. Robinson.ices to the local chapters of MISS UNIVERSAL . . was crowned recently in the Sky'the National Sickle Cell way of the Sheraton Peabody at the forty-eighth anniveraary
Disease Research Founda- celebration of Universal Life Insurance Company and the four-
Lion, Inc. teenth coronation ceremony. Miss Christine V. Burton, was
June recently returned given the coveted crown by A. Maceo Walker, Chairman. of
from Hollywood, Californ'a the Board and President of Universal.
where she filmed her prize The celebration br.ngs members of the Universal Family
winning role in the ABC TV from all over the country and runners-up in the contest were
series "ROOM 222" for a Mrs. Audrey A. Green, from Alexandria. Virginia; Mrs. len-
future air date, and was a rietta M. Ferris, Charlottesville, Virginia; and Mrs. Dorkatine
guest at the Beverly Hills-
Hollywood Chapter of the 
Carey, Jackson, Mississippi,
Thanksgiving Potpourri .. . Charles and Euralia Fletcher
NAACP Image Awards Din- spent the season in Detroit visiting their niece and nephew.
ner. She was also a guest Antonia and Stanley Talbott; . . . we s'.-ere also in the Meter
singer on the Billy Graham City v;siting former Memphians Melba and Floyd Jones, and
Crusade. a national presen- our aunt and uncle, Eleanor and Thomas Russell who Just re.
tation seen over some 500 cently celebrated their 50th Wedding Anniversary . . . and
television stations across the while there we learned that Gil Fisher is now with the Detroit
U S and Canada. Urban League, he's Lil (Mrs. Allen) Hammond's brother .. 
Juanita and Alien Carter were there from New York City,
visiting his brother. Robert Carter, . . . Juanita is the daugh-
ter of Mrs. Omar Robinson, Sr. of our town . . . coincidental-
ly Allen a graduate of Morehouse College had gone there with
Edward Cooper, who is the son in law of Melba and Floyd .
Coop and his Michelle are expecting a stork visit any day.
Allen is in the doctoral program at Columbia University and
Coop who teaches at Wayne Community College is also pursu-
ing a doctorate.
Also visiting the Joneses was Camille Bailey from Upper
Newton Falls, Massachusetts who knew 'Allen's father. the
late Dean Carter of Huntsville College . . . small world . . . .
Camille is the aunt of Lucie Porter Roane, daughter of the
W. P. Porters. Lucy and her mate Glenn are in Accra. Ghana
where he is in Government Services. Camille's teen-age daug,11-
ter, Shelia was also with her.
And the "Queen" Martha Jean Steinberg is still holding
,way with her radio program and community involvement.
Ed Davis, s now Director of Transportation for the Detroit
Transit Authority. He and his wife, Mary Agnes, who is the
founder of the Co-Rite Club, Inc., have scores of friends hell.
Eleanor and William Norment sent hellos to their folks.
Addle (Mrs. C. S.) Jones and her sister Vivian While Wi
Cleveland, Ohio visited Viv's son, Dr. Augustus Whitt of ttlia
Medical Department at Yale University.
Then the Arnold Family . . . Juanita and John R. Arnold.
Jr., that is scattered thither and yon . . Johnny stayed hottie
and kept the home fires burning while Juanita, daughter and
son in law, Janet and Dr. Lawrence Seymour and their Lauren
and Eric were joined in Mexico . . . Aculpulco and Mexieo by
friend Cecelia Bowles who works for the United Natters fi
New York City. . "Twiffy" John III and his wife Judy and
their offsprings, John IV and Tracy visited her folk-:, Pr. :toil
Mrs. Howard Jordan in Atlanta where be is Superintendent ef
Education; he's the former President of Savannah State Co1-
lege. . . . and more family folks, Georgia and Andrew DanEa,
went to Texas to visit their daughter and son in law, Anita and
Dr. Charles Wallace in Beaumont and their children Cheryl,
Vicki and Andrew . . . the two older ()nes. Charles, Jr.. aiia
Chrystal are in Adolphus Gtistavus College in Minnesota . .
and Arlie and Dr. Andrew, Jr. "Buddy" Nary took their little
girls Andre* and Amber on a cruise to Jamaica, San Juan add
Nassau, •
BY ERMA 1. LfriWS....t
"WISDOM . . A man should never be ashamed to own
he has been wrong, which is but saying in other words that he
is wiser today than he was yesterday." — Pope.
CNADY WALKER „ . raised $7,518.44 for the Memphis
Branch NAACP and was crowned "Miss Social Belle, 1931-72"
Friday night at the Showcase. Candy, a statuesque beauty with
a "together" naturalle is the daughter of Harriette and Marto
Walker, and raised the highest amount of money ever raised
for the NAACP contest! Fantastic! !
The contest brings in the highest amount of revenue for.
the Memphis Branch NAACP. Her father, a life member of
the NAACP and nationally recognized for his ability to raise
funds for worthy causes had just flown in that day from New
York City where he was raising funds for his Alma Mater,
Fisk University where he serves as a member of the Board
of Trustees.
Others in Candy's family on hand to see her crowned were
her sister and brother in law, Pat and Harold Shaw and her.
aunt. Joluietta Kelso Walker, whose work for the Heart Fund,
the United Negro College Fund and other endeavors is well-
known.
Candy was escorted to her throne by Harry Winfield who.
served as Master of Ceremonies for the Freedom Event.
Miss Social Belle's throne was appropriately decorated in the
Black Liberation colors, red, black and green. T'was striking-
ly heartwarming when the audience spontaneously sang the
Black National Anthem. "Lift Every Voice And Sing", after'
the coronation.
Members of the Miss Social Belle Court, a vanguard of
Freedom Fighters were Vernita Holmes. first runner-up who
raised, $3,067.99, she's the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
Holmes: second runner-up, Thea Jones. who raised, $2,115.50,
and is the daughter of Mrs. Johnnie LaGrone; third runner-
up, Anita Garcia, raising $1,068.35. and the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Luis Garcia: Vanessa Wakefield, fourth runner-up
who raised $1,013.75. and is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Wakefield.
Receiving honorable mention for their hard work were
Elsie Kinsey. daughter of Mrs. Sadie Kinsey and Shasta Gex,
daughter of Mrs. Frankie Standard and Dr. George Cox.
Others who worked diligently and helped swell the..
NAACP's coffer to a tune of $17,500 to be about the Freedom
Fight in Memphis and particularly the Elton Hayes Case as
was mentioned by the Branch President Leroy Clark were-
Debra Anderson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Jackson:•
Geneva White, daughter of Mrs. Christine White and Marion
White; Carla Peacher, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Donald C.,
Peacher; Stephanie Thornton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Thornton; Anice Cassandra Gipson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Hayward; Wanda Owens, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe.
Barron and Felecia Chandler, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny'
Chandler.
Stax recording star Issac Hayes' music Was prominently .
played during the evening. Incidentally Isaac was honored by:
the NAACP in Los Angeles recently.
RIGHT 0 N. . to the Congressional Black Caucus Dinner:.
is the rallying cry heard these days. The dInner will be
Saturday, December 11, in the Municipal Auditorium at Nash.
ville. Tennessee was chosen for the second dinner in the court::
try given by the thirteen members of the U. S. Black Caucus.','
Among those to be seated at the dies will be the Congres• •
sional Black Caucus Chairman Charles C. Diggs, Jr., A It y.
Avon Williams, General Chairman of Tennessee Voters,'
Council, Mrs. Fannie LOU Hammer, guest speaker; Georgia •
State Representative Julian Bond, the Rev. James M. Lawson,
Jr., and others.
Entertainment will be provided by Jerry Butler, Kim Wes-
ton whose version of "Lift Every Voice And Sing", makes
MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
. Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates
E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.
TV
RENTALS
Black — White
Color Portables
Free Delivery-
Free Pick Up
No Credit Needed
BRINK'S
TV RENTALS
327-5428
